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Forward
This manual on preserving audiovisual or broadcast archives has been drawn up on the basis of
recommendations made by the SNRT and other partners of the MedMem project during their
meeting in Alexandria in December 2010
We hope that the manual will be a guide to Medmem’s partners for several years, helping them to:
 Set up preventative conservation measures
 Share experiences and good practices
 Continue with or set up a preservation and digitisation programme
 Devise tangible arguments to convince their management of the urgent necessity to have
such a programme
To do this we have written the manual in four parts:
 The sales pitch: why preserve and digitise archives?
 First steps: where to begin? How to set up a pilot study?
 Methods:
How to design a preservation plan.
How to set it up.
The manual is particularly based on the contributions of Jean Verra and Jean-Noël Gouyet at the Ina
Sup course “Assessing an AV collection and creating a strategy to preserve and digitise it”.
Throughout the manual there are references to various “good practices”, some of which are drawn
on the experiences of broadcasters around the Mediterranean.
The manual has been written by Camille Martin and Ina’s engineering department, working closely
with the MedMem project’s organisers.

Ina, Bry-sur-Marne
July 2011
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1. The sales pitch: why preserve?
Every country with broadcasting archives created back in the days when only analogue material
existed now faces the same problem: how can we preserve this heritage which is growing
exponentially but whose life-expectancy is only between five and ten years?
The answer is to digitise the material. Digitising is the solution to ever-increasing demand for
archive content, to the ever-widening range of uses to which archive material is put and to the issue
of making archive material available to the widest possible public.
Setting up a preservation and digitisation project is a long, complex and expensive operation,
needing considerable effort from the broadcasting company. The volumes involved are considerable
(many thousands of hours of programmes) and require industrial-level working methods previously
unknown in television archives
That is why it is essential to make the company’s management, and the public, aware of the issues.
Preserving the national broadcasting heritage is a strategic and political issue, both in terms of its
size and the wealth it contains.
Unfortunately few managers know anything about preserving archives and they will need a little
explanation. Six answers to the question “Why preserve?” are offered below.

1.1. To save a heritage at risk of being lost forever

Analogue material is fragile, it ages badly and there is a risk that the pictures and stories contained
on it may never be seen again. In fact:
The carrier material is threatened by physical and chemical decay (3.1.4.1 : physical state of
support material). This process is accelerated by inadequate storage conditions (heat, damp,
dust).
Analogue formats of audio and video tapes (1” and 2” video tape, Umatic and Betacam
videocassettes, audio tapes) are now obsolete: the machines capable of playing them are no longer
made, spare parts are rare, the technicians who know how they work no longer there.
Many television and radio programmes have been made and kept on a single carrier (3.1.3.3 :
Mapping the collection) in other words there are no copies, making them particularly vulnerable.
The life expectancy of magnetic formats is not more than five to ten years. Today we have
difficulty viewing a major part of the programmes made in the 1990’s on Beta SP. A large number of
films and audio tapes made on acetate are now subject to the vinegar syndrome (3.1.4.1: physical
state of the support material).
We recommend you take photographs of the physical formats, equipment and storage racks in your
archive to show people the condition they are in.
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1.2. To protect the archives as the broadcasting company’s assets

Archival programmes are one of the company’s assets. They have double value in that they can be
used within the company and they have commercial potential. For this reason they deserve a
particular care.
Well managed, archives can be exploited for the company’s benefit: illustrating news programmes,
making new programmes from archival material, sales of extracts and whole programmes, making
DVD’s.

1.3. To ensure the long term preservation of the company’s capital

There are two ways the broadcaster can achieve this basic goal, each complementary to the other:
on the one hand preventative preservation (3.2.2.5 : Planning), which means creating the best
possible storage conditions so as to slow down the deterioration of the carrier material and prolong
its life, in the hope that it will be transferred to a longer-lasting material; the other way is digitising
the content (4.1: Processing steps)
Digitising the archives will provide a future for the content they contain. There is no loss of quality
when digital material is copied from one support material to another. Copying digital material can
be done more quickly and inexpensively since the process can be automated and is not done in real
time.
Finally digitising techniques are now not only reliable, they are used in every sector of industry and
services, so the cost is falling and it is relatively less expensive than the technology to treat
analogue videos, used only by broadcasting companies.

1.4. Integrating the archives into a broadcasting company’s digitising strategy

Archives must not be left out of the digital development of the rest of television, particularly in
the production of news programmes. There are two reasons for this: once digitised, the archives can
be used; or again the archive department can take a feed of the images and their identifying
metadata direct from the newsroom’s digital server, thus archiving new material directly without
having either to re-format or re-catalogue. Selection, control and indexing are the only things
necessary.

The experience of European broadcasters has shown that digitising production affects the very core
of programme making, it means restructuring how tasks are organised and re-thinking workflow, all
of which places the archives no longer at the end of the chain but right at the heart of the
information and production process. This central role is particularly illustrated by the importance
of the archives in the standardisation and control of the metadata included in video files, from their
creation to the archive, including the editing and broadcasting.
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1.5. Diversifying and making content available

Beyond the classic use of archives for the production, broadcast and sales of programmes, digitising
also makes it possible to broaden the way the content is used to reach a growing number of people:
using archival programmes for educational or cultural purposes, putting archives on-line on a
broadcasting company’s web-site or on national, even international portals (such as MedMem),
creating video-on-demand services, producing short programmes for mobile phones, etc.
With the result that collections themselves become more high profile, and so does the work of
preserving and digitising them - and that is an essential argument in getting new resources. Another
benefit is being able to publicize the archives in new markets and develop a commercial income.
As Richard Wright (BBC) says “committing to a plan to preserve and digitise is the first step in
planning new uses for the archive.”1.

1.6. Transmitting and publicizing the national heritage

Radio and television stations are holders of an extremely valuable capital for the history of their
country and their society. For that reason they should make it available to the general public, and
preserve it so future generations can benefit from it too. Broadcasters share this responsibility with
the public authorities, as the Committee of the Wise, created as part of the Europeana digital
library project, emphasised in their report: “the public sector has the primary responsibility to
make our cultural heritage available and to preserve it for future generations.”2
As we hope it is now clear, preserving and digitising archives is a must, just as digitising other
sectors of the company used to be. Such a project is a major undertaking which has to be integrated
into the company’s global strategy. In fact there is not just one way of setting up a plan to preserve
and digitise: there are as many as there are companies with archives.
Finally, to get the go-ahead from management you have to do more than just re-gurgitate the
arguments in favour of a digital preservation plan; you have to demonstrate the soundness of those
arguments and show the benefits the company will draw from such a plan as practically as possible.
How to do that? Read the next chapter...

1

R. Wright and PrestoCentre, Tutorial : Why Digitise AV Material, PrestoCentre, http://prestocentre.eu, 2011

2

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/digital_libraries/doc/executivesummery/final_renaissace_f
r.pdf. § 8.3.1.
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2. Involving management in building a company project
The aim of this chapter is to suggest a method and the tools necessary to convince your
management they must commit to a project which both preserves and publicizes their archives, for
without their help such a project is doomed.

2.1. Creating a preservation dynamic through a pilot study…
The strategy developed below is for a first step, a pilot study. It is a proactive step: it’s down to us,
the archivists, to prove to our management through example that there has to be a commitment to
preserve the archives, it’s down to us to draw attention to the wealth of the collection.
The pilot-study is a first move, preserving one part of the collection. The part chosen is then
exploited in such a way that people see and appreciate the positive consequences for the archives
as a whole and for the company. It’s then easier to extend the concept of preservation to other
collections and to mount a global project.
The pilot sets up a dynamic. Its purpose is to make people aware of the dangers inherent in archives
and of the value of their contents.

2.1.1. Justifying the pilot-study
How to decide what the pilot should focus on? The choice must rest on a collection or a part of the
archives which will draw attention to the rest. It must be:
 Emblematic, to catch the attention of the public, the media, the authorities, but above all
the company
 Capable of benefitting the company in terms of either image or income
 Fit in with the wider project
2.1.1.1.

Opportunities

The best thing is to launch the pilot in the right context, such as :
 A key date, for example the broadcasting company’s 50th anniversary can be a good way of
making management aware of the archive’s future. Pushed as part of the channel’s
anniversary, the archives will prove their usefulness and value.
 Moving into a new building: this can be the moment to re-think technological aspects, how
much room the archives have, their place in the work chain.

Example: Danish television and radio moving into “ DR Byen”
Danish television and radio’s 2007 move into a new television centre, “DR Byien”, coincided
with setting up a preservation and digitisation programme for their archives.
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A major national event, like an anniversary of independence

Example: the 50 years of Senegal’s independence and the RTS archives
In 2010, 16 African countries, including Senegal, celebrated their independence. Hamet Ba,
television archivist at RTS, has described how he made people aware of his archives.
An independent producer was hired to make two programmes, one about Senegal’s first
president, Leopold Sedar Senghor, the other about the current president, Abdoulaye Wade –
both films heavily based on RTS’ archive material. That provided the impetus to digitise a body
of archives kept on ¾ inch Umatic video cassettes from the 1980’s and 90’s. The recordings
were transferred to DVCAM and DVD.
Hamet Ba calls it a win-win situation. He emphasises that the pilot enabled them to digitise
part of the archives while at the same time providing an opportunity to show management the
importance of these recordings and the benefits of preserving and using them.
Annex 1: Hamat Ba’s contribution at the FIAT: the paragraph “Productions based on archival
material: a chance to preserve and digitise precious archives” is of particular relevance.

Example: Belgium’s “Colonial Films” project when the Congo celebrate its 50 years of
independence
The “Colonial Films” project began in Belgium in 2008. The Tervuren museum and Belgian
heritage institutions combined their archival collections of colonial films shot in central Africa
between 1912 and 1960.
The project’s aim was to:
- restore, preserve and digitise the films. 180 films were digitised.
- release the films in a DVD collection to be sold at Congo’s heritage institutions
- create scientific and cultural projects (exhibitions, discussions) where the images could
be shown and discussed.
The project was largely financed by the Belgian ministry of foreign affairs.

There are also recurrent international events which are occasions for putting the spotlight on
projects which involve archives: for example UNESCO’s World Day for Audiovisual Heritage held in
October every year or the FIAT-IFTA Convention which, during its annual conference, gives awards
to projects and films promoting archives.
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Example: FL@H and the project to preserve Madagascar’s broadcasting heritage
FL@H was created in 2007 to preserve, digitise and promote the broadcasting archives of
Madagascar and the Indian Ocean.
The urgency to preserve the Malagasy archives was obvious : the films were stocked in
precarious conditions and a large part of the collection suffered from vinegar syndrome, most
of the films being the only copies. INA is associated with FL@H as technical partner.
The project has four stages : collecting the material (FL@H, Cinémedia, TVM); preserving it
(reconditioning, identifying, transferring to a new support); digitising and cataloguing it in
AIME; and finally promoting it.
By October 2010 the project had already preserved:
Cinémedia: 16mm and 35mm films, 163 hours (out of 235)
FL@H collection: 21 hours out of 150
There remains 1,000 hours of BVU cassettes of the TVM to be preserved.
For its exemplary attitude and to bring it more attention, the project “FL@H, the re-birth of a
heritage in peril” was nominated for the 2010 FIAT Awards. FL@H’s chairperson, Monique
Razafy Rahajarizafy, received the award for “Best Archive at Risk Project”.
Monique Razafy also organised an exhibition for the 2010 World Day for Audiovisual Heritage,
showing archives which had been digitised at Antananarivo.
Annexe 2: Monica Razafy Rahajarizafy’s contribution at the 2010 FIAT.
The MedMem project can be seen as a pilot, ambitious in that it helps partner broadcasters not only
start digitising their archives but also give them a high profile, using MedMem’s shared platform to
advertise them.

FIAT’s web-site: http://www.fiatifta.org/
Form for submitting nominations for the FIAT Awards
http://www.fiatifta.org/index.php/archives/form/nomination_2011
“Archives at Risk” web-site
http://www.archivesatrisk.org/cont/index.aspx
UNESCO portal
http://portal.unesco.org/ci/fr/ev.php-URL_ID=25563&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
gateways for various international initiatives to make people aware of the risks incurred by archives.
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2.1.1.2.

Emergency measures

Setting up a pilot-study can also be because bad storage conditions and ageing, decaying carrier
material have created an emergency situation.
Example: preserving and promoting films made by the Khmer Rouge
Film-maker Ieu Pannakar, who, with Rithy Panh, was one of the founders of the Bophana
Centre for Audiovisual Resources in Cambodia, embarked on a project to find and bring
together films made by the Khmer Rouge during the 1970’s, now scattered around the country.
This small but invaluable collection of some 40 hours of film was then kept in the Cambodian
ministry of culture - unfortunately in inadequate conditions where it began deteriorating fast,
putting the collection at risk. Rithy Panh approached INA to help preserve the collection, the
films were cleaned, transferred then digitised at INA; the originals were returned to the
ministry of culture, digital copies were given to the ministry and to the Bophana Centre.
But the story does not end there: in 2010 Serge Viallet chose 3 hours out of the collection’s 40
and went to Phnom Penh to meet people who remembered that period. He showed them the
films, got them to talk about and interpret them. From their analysis came the documentary
“1978: images from the Khmer Rouge” which Viallet made as part of a series co-produced by
INA, “Mysteres d’archives”.
The overall project – preserving and publicising a film-collection in the course of making a
programme out of archival material – was nominated at the 2011 FIAT Awards.
To sum up these few examples of pilot projects and good practices, we can note the importance of:
 Finding the right collection and right moment to mount the project
 Not waiting too long.

2.1.2. Making the pilot study
Once a framework has been worked out, the study has to be carefully constructed so it works well
and generates the hoped-for returns.
The first questions concern the end-result: what do you want to show and how? What form will the
study have?
2.1.2.1.

Conception

The conception of the pilot-study is similar to that of the preservation plan (3 : Methodological
tools: conception), although on a different scale.
The sequence of tasks is the same, but the problems of cost, volumes and end-use are specific to
the pilot.
The stages are :
 Designing the project, in other words identifying the framework and the moment
 Choosing which collections to preserve
 Analysing their content (3.1.3 : Mapping the collections)
 Analysing how far the materials have deteriorated (3.1.4 : Evaluating the physical state
of the material and the storage conditions)
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Based on this information, you can construct the project’s scenario. How long it will take to transfer
and digitise the images, and the estimated cost, must be made clear.
The relatively small volume of the pilot often means that essential decisions, like choice of format
for the new carrier and which storage system, can be seen as try-outs for the much larger plan in
the future (3.2.2.3 : Technical choices (formats, storage system)
2.1.2.2.

Making it

That is, putting into practise the choices made during the conception stage.
The first step is to transfer the analogue materials on to something more suitable, digitising the
content on to different formats according to what they are needed for.
These tasks will be described in detail in chapter 4. In particular see the description of the
processing stages (4.1: the processing stages) and the ways of working with an outside facility
company. (4.3: Working with a service provider).

2.1.3. Publicising the project to give it greater visibility
The primary purpose of the pilot is to publicize the project and give it a high profile. It is there as a
demonstration: to show off the archives and the importance of preserving them. Publicizing
them lets you show everything that can be done with them, so there are various ways to do it:
 Re-broadcasting extracts or programmes
 Re-using and/or selling extracts in documentaries, for example
 Making DVD’s
 Using in exhibitions, at screenings, during open-days
 Showing to a wider public on an interactive web-site, etc.
Some of these uses will need prior agreement from partners (museums, publishers, producers,
press), but that is another way of communicating the project.
2.1.4. Example of a pilot study scenario
Example: Danish television archives and the Bonanza project
Bonanza is the name of a web-site created by Danish television in 2008 to make the public
aware of the importance of its archives and the need to preserve them.
The Danish archives began by selecting and digitising representative samples of different
television types and preserved collections (either a programme or an extract). Then over a ten
week period the samples were put on-line on the Bonanza site; each week showed a different
style of programme (for example entertainment), with ten examples coming from as many
collections.
Web users were asked to vote on which collection or series should be digitised first. This
appeal to the public had a huge success, the site receiving many visits. Today the site is no
longer organised as a game, but it continues to promote programmes and archives, and its
success continues unabated.
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Catching the attention of the public showed the interest archives generate and has allowed
Danish television to commit to a much wider digitising plan, for which it gets a budget of 10
million euro.

2.2. … which must lead to a wider project
The difficult part of the exercise is negotiating one’s way from a small, one-off study, the pilot, to
a major project which will last for years. Management has to be convinced that preserving the
entire archive is a must.

2.2.1. Going from pilot to global project
The pilot’s high profile should set up a new dynamic and show there is a real interest for archive
material. So to respond to this interest, the archives have to be made available, and to be available
they have to be digitised.
But that’s a whole different time-scale. As soon as a major preservation of the archives is
envisaged, it is vital to set up a programme that will last several years.

2.2.2. Thinking about the long term
Now there are three arguments in play.
2.2.2.1.

Spreading the work out

Having such a huge amount of material to treat means spreading the work out over several years.
Multi-year plans are essential (3.2.2.5 : Planning).
But since clearly not everything can be done at the same time, there have to be priorities.
How long the project lasts depends on how much there is to treat and how much money there is.
Usually there has to be compromise: how long can the costs be spread without endangering the
collections? There are interim preventative measures (3.2.2.5: Planning) which slow down the
deterioration of the material awaiting transfer.
2.2.2.2.

Reducing the costs

Spreading the work can be a factor in cost reduction. The greater the volume needing to be
treated, the lower the unit cost. Using outside facility companies (4.3: Working with a facility
company), who are usually in competition with each other if you put the project out to tender, lets
you control the cost and reduce the budget. Sharing the digitising machinery, as we do at MedMem,
also reduces cost.

2.2.2.3.

Being able to monitor progress

It is important that everyone knows how the work is progressing, so you need a way of measuring
how much has been achieved and the results must be regularly passed on to management.
In addition it is essential that even while they are being digitised the collections continue to be
publicised. Do not wait until the whole plan has been completed. Professionals and public alike
16

should be able to see the advantages of digitising the archive – so they become the project’s most
active supporters. If you are promoting the project via a web-site, for example, you should add new
files regularly. It is important to give tangible proof of the project’s health and progress.
(4.4.3 : Monitoring the projet and progress markers)
To these guide-lines of how to transform a pilot into a wider project, should be added tools of a
more political nature which will help you lobby for a major preservation of the archives.

2.3. Tools to fight for a global plan
2.3.1. Building the project by relying on a rigorous methodology
2.3.1.1.

Using the same assessment method as other broadcasting archives

The various assessments done by INA for other people’s archives has helped us establish certain
working practices. These working methods, based on examining existing collections and on talking
to people concerned, have proved useful. They enable you to gather the right information to draw
up a scenario suited to your particular context, needs and aims. The methods are put forward in the
next chapter
2.3.1.2.

Provide a complete and rigorous report

The sole purpose of the report made from the analysis is to convince management, who usually
know little about archives and do not feel particularly concerned. It is important to provide two
reports: one detailed, presenting the result of the analysis, the priorities and the solutions; the
other shorter, an abstract of the first, taking only the most important points. Both reports should
include:
 The context
 A description of what is there now
 The priorities
 Suggestions: possible scenarios
 An estimation of cost and means necessary

2.3.2. Emphasising the benefits for the company
To convince management to invest in a preservation and digitising plan, you have to present them
with the positive returns the proposed project will bring.

As soon as the material has been digitised, its content can be shown
and different uses found for it.

2.3.2.1.

Return on investment

It is important to emphasise that a preservation and digitisation plan must be perceived not as a
cost but as an investment. The financial effort necessary is justified by the positive returns over a
length of time. Digitising archives lets you increase use in some sectors and develop new ones. It
opens up new areas: availability on-line, video-on-demand, clips for cell phones. All are possible
sources for income. The current uses, such as sales of extracts or whole programmes, will increase
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greatly because demand has been boosted. Not letting your heritage fritter away means you can
exploit its potential, whether historical, cultural or commercial, today and in the future.
2.3.2.2.

Visibility of the company

The return on investment is not only financial: digitising the archives, making them available to the
public can also have a positive impact on the company’s image. Broadcasters and others who show
their archives are no longer considered backward-looking, rooted in the past, but as organisations
wanting to affirm their identity, proud of their history. Digitising archives lets you reach a wider
public, inevitably increasing the company’s reputation.
2.3.3. Looking for resources and partners
When you start setting up a major preservation plan, there are ways of getting help with the
project.
2.3.3.1.

Looking for institutional partners

Help can come from the state, if the archives are part of a national collection. It can also come
from forming an association with other heritage organisations.

Example : Images for the Future, a global project for Dutch broadcasting archives
Images for the Future (2007-2014) is a Dutch public project for preserving and making
available the national broadcasting heritage. Heritage organisations, such as Beeld en Geluid,
the Dutch institute of sound and image, the Film Museum and the national archives worked
together to define the project and raise finance – 173 million euro over 7 years
By creating a consortium they were able to treat:
 137,200 hours of video
 22,510 hours of film
 123,900 hours of audio
 2,900,000 photos

2.3.3.2.

Envisage solutions in partnership

Partnerships can also be formed with other organisations involved in archive preservation:
broadcasters, national archives, providers, international associations. The partnership can take
many forms: exchange of knowledge, training, experiences, sharing equipment, distribution deals,
providing services etc.
Example: sharing equipment for treating archival films in Morocco
The Centre cinématographique marocain (CCM) has set up a service for the preservation and
safe-keeping of films which is open to other African organisations with film archives.
The CCM has all the equipment and experience needed for storage, restoring film and
transferring it via telecine. Companies with only a small collection could never justify buying
this extremely expensive equipment.
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2.3.4. Using the experience of other archives
The problems of preserving and digitising archives are common to every company with audiovisual
archives, so there are many reasons for contacting each other.
2.3.4.1.

Be part of national and international projects and networks

Belonging to an international project can be an important asset because it proves the archives are
part of a much more global dynamic, going beyond the confines of the company to find other areas
of co-operation.
There are several networks which bring together broadcasters and other archive-holders. The
MedMem consortium has about fifteen broadcasters and Mediterranean organisations which share a
digital platform of cultural content. CIRTEF (Conseil International des Radio et Télévisions
d’Expression Française) has set up AIME, a system of digital archiving, indexing and exchanging
programmes which today is used in around twenty French-speaking countries. The Fédération
Internationale des Archives de Télévision (FIAT/IFTA) brings together more than 200 archives and
they meet every year for an annual conference where knowledge and experience can be shared.
2.3.4.2.

Organise visits to more advanced archives

We suggest you organise visits to sister archives already embarked on a digitisation project – that
way you can check choices and procedures, compare situations and share worries. Don’t hesitate to
take your head of department with you, he or she could talk to their counterpart while at the same
time seeing the usefulness and benefits of digitising.
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2.3.5. Using international examples
There are a certain number of international initiatives and texts, most of which have come from
UNESCO and FIAT. These texts state clearly the economic and heritage value of audiovisual
archives, the need for each country to create an appropriate legal framework within which to
assemble and preserve them, their fragility and the urgent need to safe-guard the archives by
digitising them and then making them freely available for everyone.
The principal ones are:
- Recommendation for the Safeguarding and Preservation of Moving Images. (UNESCO, 1980)
http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.phpURL_ID=13139&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
- World call for the preservation of broadcast archives (FIAT and CCAAA, 2004)
http://www.ccaaa.org/paper_worldcall.shtml
- The resolution voted by the UNESCO General Conference, announcing a World Day for
Audiovisual Heritage (October 2005)
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0014/001428/142825e.pdf (page 122)
- UNESCO’s Memory of the World programme which has established a register of works making
up the world’s documentary memory. It contains cinema classics (Metropolis, the work of
the Lumière brothers), filmed news (Cuban Noticieros) and radio broadcasts (General de
Gaulle’s broadcast from the BBC to France on June 18 th 1940). It’s a powerful symbolic tool
giving value to an archive.
- http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/flagship-projectactivities/memory-of-the-world/homepage/

2.3.6. Seeking the advice of others
2.3.6.1.

Audit / outside assessment

To convince management one can also use an outside expert. They will bring their own experience
as well as an objective opinion. The expert can help with the whole plan or just one part of it. He
or she can also be useful for a second opinion. The expert will look closely at the situation, offer
one or several scenarios and suggest priorities and recommendations. It’s then up to management
and the archivists to agree the priorities, decide the best scenario, following all or just part of the
recommendations.
2.3.6.2.

Setting up a preservation committee

Setting up a preservation committee is a sensible compromise between internal analysis and
external advice, directly involving representatives from the company, the archives and outside, who
can work together to define the preservation policy.
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Example: INA’s Safeguard Committee (2001-2002)
In 2001, two years after the launch of its own preservation and digitising plan, INA wanted to
associate a dozen people – historians, researchers, producers, journalists and representatives
from the society of authors – to think about the priorities in running the plan. The preservation
committee met five times under the chairmanship of historian Jean-Noël Jeanneney. Each
session was given over to one section of the archive – current affairs, drama, music,
documentaries, radio broadcasts. A briefing file was prepared ahead of time by the archives,
including an estimate of the volume, a map of the carrier material and its condition,
identifying the major collections, one or two case studies and suggestions for priorities.
Minutes were taken of each session, which ended with precise recommendations. On the whole
the exercise was fruitful: the proposition to include everything was overwhelmingly approved,
the concept of having priorities was preferred to selective cherry-picking and above all the
committee were able to make headway knowing what the archives contained and having
defined criteria for choosing which part of the archives “to preserve in priority”.
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3. Methods and Tools: first steps
The way a preservation and digitising plan is created will be different for each company. There
is no preconceived model, but there are methods and tools which will help in setting it up.
The first steps can be broken down into four sections:
1) Determining what is there
2) From which follows a list of the needs, these being then translated into priorities
3) To respond to those needs and take account of the priorities, scenarios are created. There
can be several scenarios according to the volume of material to be treated, the allotted
time span and the financial means the company is willing to put into the project.
4) Finally there is the choice of which scenario best suits the company’s project. That is when
the best method of proceeding is chosen.
3.1. Determining what is there
Listing and analysing what is there has to include everything to do with the archive, near and
far: its role, the way it works, collections, technical and documentation aspects.
This stage of the process enables you to answer the following questions:
- What do the archives do (their role)? and with what means (resources, staff) ?
- For whom? (uses and users)
- Based on what funding? (mapping and the physical state of the carrier material)
The more exact the analysis, the more clearly needs will be identified thus the more relevant
the priorities, keeping the plan in line with the company’s overall project for the archives.

Annexe 3: Assessment template of the audiovisual collections © FIAT/IFTA and Ina
The template was created as part of an assessment by an outside company. Nevertheless it can be
useful in analysing one’s own company’s situation in that it lists every aspect that should be taken into
consideration.

3.1.1. Status of the archives within the company
3.1.1.1.

Tasks and status

 Status within the company
What is the name of the unit in charge of the archives?
Is it a service? a department?
Where is this unit situated within the organisation?
Where are the archives situated in relation to production and transmission?
 Parameters and jobs
What legal frameworks apply to the archives : law, job specifications etc
How are the archive’s jobs defined?
Have either a development strategy or an action plan for the archives been drawn up?
Does the archive have a programme selection policy?
 Premises
Where are the premises for the archives: offices, vaults, technical area?
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3.1.1.2.

Means

 Human resources
Number of people working in the archives (percentage of the total number employed by the
company)
People seconded there, either full time or temporarily
Internal structure of the service
Staff categories, and for each one: qualifications, training, how many, wages
Access to training
Facilities companies working on a regular basis with the archives
It is important to distinguish between people who belong to the archives, people coming in from the
outside and facilities companies.
Ex. of the presentation of information according to job:
Categories

Qualification

Training

How many

Average Wage

Librarian/researcher
Technician
IT
Stock controller
Administrator
Manager
 Looking at finances
Is the archive budget identified as such?
What is the annual budget?
What percentage is that of the company’s budget?

3.1.2. Uses and users
The uses and users are too often the last to be considered because they only come into the picture
at the end of the chain. They must be taken into consideration right from the beginning. Along with
preservation, access to the public is the principal reason for a digitising plan.
Defining the categories of users:
- Departments within the organisation: current affairs and production, programming
(broadcasts and repeats of whole programmes)
- People outside the company: independent producers and researchers, companies and
institutions, training, academic researchers, the general public.
- Identify who are the principal or priority users
For each type of user, clarify :
- How often they use the archive
- Where they use it
- How they view the material
- Restrictions to access (if any)
- The nature of their demands - extracts, whole programmes
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-

Ways of communicating

Annex 4 : Table “Define and specify the users and uses” © Jean Varra and Jean-Noël Gouyet.
Using this very complete table we can categorise users and uses in a precise way. It is set up as if for an
independent archive, in a digitised environment and not part of a broadcasting company, but it can be
adapted to a broadcaster’s archive.

3.1.3.

Mapping the collection

Mapping the collection enables you to have a precise knowledge of what’s there. It can be done at
different levels: mapping a particular collection or a vault or the whole archive. The method is the
same, only the scale changes. Mapping the collection focuses on three fundamental aspects:
- Production origin (rights)
- Content
- State of physical formats
Mapping tells us clearly how big the archive is and what its general state, in terms of both the
carrier and the content.
3.1.3.1.

Define the unit of measurement

The first thing is to determine the unit of measurement: the number of cans and boxes (film, video,
CD), the space these occupy in the vault, the number of programmes or the number of programme
hours. The unit chosen must be meaningful and understandable. It can vary according to the person
you are talking to. Talking to an archivist you might talk in terms of volume, but talking to
management it’s better to talk in terms of programme hours. In fact, it’s whatever unit gives the
clearest idea of size.
Once the unit of measurement has been chosen, it’s time for some calculations!

3.1.3.2.

The size

Finding the size or volume of the archive depends on the inventory which lists what is being kept
there. If there is no inventory, or if it is incomplete, you will have to use samples to estimate the
total number of items and the number of programme hours on each kind of support.
Carriers :

Film

Video

Sound

Analogue

35mm
16mm
(even amateur formats
9.5 or 8mm)

2”
1”
BVU/Umatic
Betamax
Betacam/Betacam SP
HI8
Digital Betacam,
Betacam SX, DVC Pro
Hard disks
Optical Disks
Magnetic tape (LTO)

78 rpm
6.25mm
Audiocassettes

Digital

DAT
Mini disc
Optical discs: CD, DVD,
CRR_W, DVDR_W, BD
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Annex 5: “Audio supports table” © Vincent Fromont
This table lists the different ways of recording, the processes, technologies and speeds of their different
audio formats.

Here are a few tools to quantify large archives:
 Estimates
When mapping a large archive, it’s essential to use estimates – inevitably there will be a margin of
error, but even so estimates are useful since they give an approximate idea of how many hours
there are: an order of size.
 Samples
Samples enable you to obtain the estimates. Their accuracy depends on which section of the archive
is chosen. The size of the sample in relation to the entire archive (between 5% and 15%) depends on
how big the archive is and the means at your disposal. For the sample it’s important to make a
representative choice of programmes, by length, age, type and physical format so as get an idea of
the diversity.
The more representative the sample section is of the whole archive, the smaller the margin of
error.
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Calculate the number of programme hours from a known number of carriers (video)
To calculate the number of programme hours, you have first to estimate the average length of
the programmes. To do that one can:
- Note the lengths marked on a representative number of cassettes (or view them)
- Extract the information from the database, if the archive has an inventory
- Refer to the lengths noted on the part of the archive that has already been treated.
Ex. INA:
The three methods have been combined to evaluate the average length of 1” and 2” tapes
Results obtained test sample:
Type of carrier
1”
2”

Number of elements
299
362

Average length
44 min 19s
52 min 30s

Values taken from database:
Average length 1”: 49min 47s
Average length 2”: 48min 37s
Analysis from a part of the archive already treated:
1”: 1,765 tapes treated corresponding to 1,690 hours;
Average length: 57.7 minutes
2”: 511 tapes treated corresponding to 407 hours;
Average length: 49.8 minutes
According to the different methods used and taking into account error margins, the average is
50 minutes for 1” tape and 48 minutes 30 seconds for 2”
Then to obtain the total number of hours you have to multiply the average length by the total
number of cassettes.
Number
80,247
61,623
141,870

1” Video
2” Video
Total

3.1.3.3.

Unit length
50 mins
48 mins 30secs

Total length
66,870 hours
49,810 hours
116,680 hours

Mapping the archive

Mapping the archives brings a qualitative dimension. It focuses particularly on film types and
production origins. Then, combined with the data on size, it draws a structure for the collections.
Making a map of film types will be made easier by the data in the catalogue, once you have them.
Examples of film types commonly used in mapping: TV news, news magazine programmes, drama,
documentaries, variety shows, sport, game shows, youth.
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Ex of mapping the contents by film type and by type of support:
FILM
ACTUALITE - NEWSREELS
News
Regional news
TOTAL NEWSREELS
FICTIONS
Fictions
TOTAL FICTIONS
DOCUMENTAIRES DOCUMENTARIES
literature programs
art programs
cultural programs
music programs
science programs
cinema, theater programs
tourism programs
society programs
TOTAL DOCUMENTARIES
ENTERTAINMENTS
rock, pop programs
TOTAL ENTERTAINMENTS
SPORT
sport programs
TOTAL SPORTS
YOUTH PROGRAMS
ANIMALS PROGRAMS
RELIGIONS
GAMES

1 and 2 inches Umatic/BVU

10 828
35 500
46 328

TOTAL

55 800
55 800

102 128

5 000
5 000

650
650

770
770

6 420
6 420

2 407
2 030
2 766
2 113
2 790
4 060
1 560
8 710
26 436

959
850
951
2 085
1 024
1 534
1 163
2 810
11 376

749
650
1 771
1 727
718
2 072
823
2 500
11 010

4 115
3 530
5 488
5 925
4 532
7 666
3 546
14 020
48 822

7 700
7 700

2 900
2 900

3 968
3 968

14 568
14 568

3 756
3 756
4 296
3 200
3 207
7 162

1 900
1 900
3 540
1 695
1 490
4 813

2 429
2 429
1 897
802
720
2 477

8 085
8 085
9 733
5 697
5 417
14 452

© Jean Varra (imaginary figures)
 Production origin
Another important element to take into account is production origin, which gives an indication of
what rights the company holds. You have to differentiate between the production itself, coproductions and the purchase of rights. Knowing the percentage of foreign productions in a
collection is very important in formulating priorities.

Information concerning rights holders – producers, coproducers, authors, interpreters – are found in the
production file. Keeping contracts and other related
documents is essential. They enable you to identify the
origin of the production and who are the rights holders.

 Duplicates / only copies
Duplication means having more than one copy of the same programme in the archive. You might
have several copies of the same film – the original, an editing version and a show copy. Or a
programme can be on different supports, on film and video, or on several video formats. This often
happens when production has made copies of the programme for safe-keeping or to show. The
inventory should help you to know how many duplicates there are, though frequently one has to
make an educated guess based on samples.
If in a sample of 100 the number of different programmes is 70, we say there is a 30% duplication
rate.
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Just as it is important to evaluate the number of duplicates. So it is vital to identify which
programmes are only on a single support material. These have to be digitised in priority since if the
support is deteriorating or damaged, these are the programmes directly threatened.
Finally you must also take into account the archive’s growth rate, that is to say how many
programme hours are added to the archive every year. Growth rate must be qualified by production
type and origin.

PrestoCentre “Tutorial: Mapping your AV collection” © Richard Wright & PrestoCentre 2011
http://www.prestocentre.eu/library/resources/mapping-your-av-collection
This tutorial explores the principal elements of mapping a collection, also looking at how to analyse
what you have. Wright describes mapping as the first thing to do when you commit to a preservation
plan, since it is a sure way of knowing what the collection contains.

3.1.4. Assessing the physical state of the carrier and the storage conditions
Assessing the physical state of the carrier is the final stage of mapping a collection. It’s important
for calculating how much of the archive will need treating.
3.1.4.1.

Physical state of the carrier

Studying how much deterioration there has been by type of carrier, combined with an estimate of
the volume of damaged material will enable you to define the levels of processing and certain
priorities.
While making samples you must be careful to vary the year and manufacturer for each type of
carrier so as to get a representative cross-section.
Here is the principal information and most common kinds of deterioration to note for film, video
tape and sound.
 Diagnosing film
Format : 16mm, 35mm
Image : B&W, colour; negative, positive, reversal
Base/Material: nitrate, acetate, polyester
Sound: optical, magnetic (SEPMAG or double head; COMMAG or a combined print)
Editing: glue or adhesive tape
Type of material: original, copy, working copy, release print, tele-recording
Common problems:
Synchronising image and sound
Acidity: measuring the vinegar syndrome
Adhesive material: glue, adhesive tape, fat glue or dry (it is easier to treat dry glues than fat ones)
Mechanical decay: shrinkage, distortion, damaged perforations, buckling
Cleanliness: dust, mould, traces of glue
Image: scratches, colour degradation
Diagnosing vinegar syndrome
This syndrome concerns formats based on tri-acetate, film and magnetic tape (it does not
concern either nitrate based film nor polyester, nor video tape). With time, acid begins to seep
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out of this support material, how fast it does this speed depending on the storage conditions
(humidity and temperature). The acid causes the destruction of the molecular bonds, leading
to the support material becoming deformed: buckling, distortion, shrinkage and a hardening of
the film itself which becomes brittle. There is also a colour balance shift of the emulsion,
characterised by a reddish tinge. From the start this deterioration causes a vinegar-like smell,
the first noticeable symptom. Though slow at first, causing no obvious physical change, this
deterioration speeds up rapidly once the point of autocatalysis is reached. All deterioration is
then irreversible.
NB: magnetic audio tapes are more susceptible to vinegar syndrome.
Diagnosing: apart from an initial visual and olfactory test, it is more reliable to test the state of
deterioration by using A-D indicator test strips which, by their colour, show the support
material’s level of acidity. There are four colours, from blue (negative) to yellow (positive).
The Image Permanence Institute (IPI) has converted these colours into levels of deterioration
from 0 to 3, with estimates of how long it takes to deteriorate from one level to the next.
To know which part of the collection has been attacked by the syndrome and how far it has
deteriorated, put A-D indicator strips in the film cans (a sample number) for at least 48 hours.
IPI Strip level
0
1
1.5
2
3

Film condition
Good – no detectable deterioration
Fair to good – changes beginning
Point of autocatalytic decay
Poor – actively degrading
Critical -- shrinkage and warping
imminent – possible handling
hazard

Time
20 years to go to IPI level 1
30 years to go to IPI 1.5
7 years to go to IPI 2
7 years to go to IPI 3
Acceleration of the
deterioration towards
destruction
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“General Recommendations Film” © Memoriav
http://fr.memoriav.ch/dokument/Empfehlungen/recommandations_generales_film_fr.pdf
Only available in French or German, this publication contains general considerations about film as a
photochemical support and the pre-requisites for its storage, preservation and access.
 Diagnosing video tape
Format: 2”, 1”, BVU, Betacam
Manufacturer: Ampex, Sony, JVC
Use-by dates (give an indication about the risk of obsolescence)
Bit Error Ratio3 (for digital)
Common problems:
Deterioration of the binder: stickiness problems, play-back problems, “sticky shed syndrome”
Magnetic shedding: decomposition and/or separation of the magnetic coat
Loss of lubricant (lack of flexibility)
Example of table for diagnosing the state of the supports in a collection of ¾” video tape

LOCATING AND IDENTIFICATION
N°
Title Nature of
Year
material
production transmitted

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
Manufacturer PAL
Length in
SECAM minutes

Drop
out

MATERIAL STATE
Colour
Playback
Changes problems

Mould

“Recommendations for the preservation of video recordings” © Memoriav
http://fr.memoriav.ch/dokument/Empfehlungen/empfehlungen_video_fr.pdf
Detailed publication available in French or German only, about video tape. Including articles about
formats, conservation, reproduction, transfer, restoration, metadata and emergency plans.

 Diagnosing sound
Formats
Processes and technology
Manufacturers and use-by dates
Playback speed
Sampling frequency
Bit Error Ratio (for digital)
Common problems:
- For discs:
Crackle and hiss
3

Calculation which lets you know the number of errors in a digital file. Above a certain number it signals the
danger and risk of losing information.
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Physical deformations
White powder
Mildew, dust
- For magnetic tape:
Acidity
Sticky shed syndrome (the tape sticks during playback)
Spooling quality
Mould, dust
Distortion

Annex 5: “Audio Formats Table” © Vincent Fromont
“Recommandations Son : la sauvegarde des documents sonores » © Memoriav
http://fr.memoriav.ch/dokument/Empfehlungen/recommandations_son_fr.pdf
Detailed publication available only in French or German about different aspects of sound archives:
formats, storage conditions, reproduction, transfer and access.

 For all formats
The state of the carrier determines how long processing will take. In order to be digitised, the
carrier must be readable, or playable, which in itself can mean manually putting it back into a
usable state – re-making the joins, warming tapes which stick, passing them through a cleaning
machine.
Analysis of the state of the carriers must be precise, so you can estimate how long it will take to
treat them. That way you can plan and estimate the cost of preservation and digitisation.
Average processing time for a one hour programme
Film:
Repair & Restoration: heavy 25 hours / light 4 to 5 hours
Passage though telecine + linear calibration: 2 hours
Passage though telecine + calibration shot by shot: 3 hours
Video tape:
Industrial “factory-style” line
2”and 1”: cleaning and digitising: 2 hours
¾”: cleaning (10min) + transfer: 1 hour 45 minutes
Beta, Beta SP: cleaning (10min) + transfer: 1 hour 45 minutes
Individual “case-by-case” line
Passage through oven: between 8 and 12 hours
Cleaning + adjustment + transfer sequence by sequence: between 3 and 7 hours
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3.1.4.2.

Storage conditions

 Climatic conditions
Temperature readings
Humidity readings
Daily variations in the two previous factors
Air change
Presence of dust
 Packaging
Materials of the containers : metal, plastic, cardboard
Presence of cardboard, plastic, foam, paper inside the containers
For double-headed (sepmag) films, whether sound and picture are separate
 Type of shelving
Fixed or moveable shelves
Stacking the containers: vertically or horizontally
If horizontal: how many cans on top of each other on average?
Organising the storage: by format, size, date or by content?
 Facilities
Purpose-built vaults
Number of storage buildings
Organisation of the stock
Storage area
Technical areas
Where storage is in relation to the archive offices
Security system (against break-ins and theft, fire, flood)
3.1.4.3.

State of the machines

 Describing the machines
Purpose (viewing, copying, film editing, film transfer, cleaning, heating, video transfer, sound
transfer)
Type of machine
How many
How often used
Capacity
State of the machines and their picture/sound heads
Age and make
 Maintenance
Is there a specialist maintenance company?
Does it have technicians who know how to repair obsolete machines?
Availability of spare parts (picture/sound head, optical readers)?
Availability of training, of networks hiring the equipment?
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3.1.5. Thinking about the document management system
Document processing is a key element for running and publicising archives.
In the digital world, document data are essential for finding documents and files and accessing
content. In fact a document cannot be digitised if it has not previously been listed or indexed in a
database.
The value of the archive’s document management system depends on three criteria:
 Whether it references all or part of the collection
 The extent to which the document processing tools are computerised
 How far document processing has been taken: inventory (brief identification of the
programmes and equipment); cataloguing (titles, authors, production origin); indexing
(identifying the theme or the event, description of the visual content).
It is also useful to know the history of the document processing, because of the traces invariably
left on the current tools.
The primary goal of this analysis is to determine which parts of the collection are insufficiently
indexed and should be inventoried.
3.1.5.1.

History of document processing

Most television companies were created in the 1950’s and 60’s, when document processing was not
computerised. That’s why we often find several layers of tools: registers, hand-written index-cards,
databases all from different generations. It also often happens that the tools reflect the way the
archive has evolved, and that in turn reflects the evolution of production – film library, news video
library, production video library.
The history of document processing is the history of mergers and data import, sometimes
incomplete, between two different generations of tools: which of the tools are still being used with
data that has not been transferred into the current system? What parts of the archive do they index?
Are they still reliable?
3.1.5.2.

Present situation: databases

Is there a database (or several) enabling you to:







control the archive inventory (physical units archived)
map the state of the collection, meaning document the physical state of the archived
material (the results of examining the films, for example)
manage the content: cataloguing, indexing, document search
manage both the physical formats and the programmes.
Indeed the relation between the physical formats and the programmes can be complex.
Three cases: a programme is recorded on a single format; a programme is recorded on
several formats; several programmes are recorded on one and the same format.
manage the rights attached to archived programmes
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For each database, you should make clear:








its name and principal function (see below)
when it was created
operating system
package
type of architecture
number of document units managed
number and categories of those who are allowed to consult and add to it
3.1.5.3.









Current situation: standards and practices

Is a cataloguing standard in force? Which one?
What units does the system work in: series, broadcasts, subjects, rushes?
How are the contents described: by type of broadcast, key words, (people, places, themes),
synopsis, thumbnails?
Do you use one or several controlled indexing languages: indexing types of programme;
thesaurus or key-words?
How is the recovery of previous systems managed: is there a programme for retrospective
cataloguing or a data entry of manual files or do you import electronic data from previous
systems?
How is the relationship with production managed: is there a workflow system enabling you
to import data directly as it is created from television news, for example?

3.2. Establishing priorities and cost estimated scenarios
The priorities will emerge from the analysis of what is there. They are a function of:
- The rights held by the company
- The content
- Items in urgent need either because the support is deteriorating or because the format is
obsolete.
The priorities must also be decided according to the company’s strategy. Priorities determine the
order in which the archives will be treated and thus give you different scenarios for the plan.

3.2.1. Establishing the priorities
3.2.1.1.

Priorities according to production origins

The production origin of a programme is a major element is establishing priorities.
The programmes can:
- Belong by right to the archive holder
- Come from a co-production
- Be a foreign production and
 the broadcaster still has the rights (length, conditions and territories where
the rights are applied will be in the production files and contracts)
 the broadcaster no longer has any rights in the programme.
The issues surrounding rights can be a way of establishing a first level of priority. Programmes
whose rights belong to the broadcaster can be exploited as soon as they are digitised. The others
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can be preserved but they can only be exploited with certain conditions and after negotiation. This
latter type of programme must not be on the list for digitising.
3.2.1.2.

Priorities according to content

 Value of the content
The value of the contents increases according to what use is made of it, whether for professional –
repeat transmissions, a production using archival material, commercial transfer – cultural or
heritage purposes.
 Strategy and opportunity
The company can decide to treat a collection as a priority for strategic reasons or to communicate
something (celebrating an anniversary, commemoration, for example). The same motives are the
same as for the choice of the pilot study, discussed in chapter 2 of the present guide.

Ex of priorities according to content
Working for the archives of X television company, analysis of outside users’ requests showed
that two types of programme were regularly asked for: extracts of variety shows and newsreel
footage from the Second World War, the end of which was soon to be commemorated.
Consequently there were two priorities:
1) To preserve and make available the collection of war newsreels (useful for both
internal production and for outside sales)
2) To preserve and boost the archives of variety programmes.

3.2.1.3.

According to the carrier material

The priorities are based on:
 The only format
Clearly a unique and rare copy of a programme will be a priority for preservation. If this copy is
already deteriorating, damaged or destroyed, the programme itself may be beyond saving.
 The carrier is deteriorating
By mapping the carriers and their current state, you will know how much of the archive is
deteriorating, making it easier to see which the parts of the archive must be treated in priority.
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Ex: deterioration of EPTV’s film archive by vinegar syndrome
Types of Film
News
Documentaries
Special
Broadcasts
Drama
Comedy
Variety Shows
Total
%

Number of
reels tested
390
76
133

Level 0
25
0
0

106
45
191
941
100%

0
0
0
25
3%

Acidity Level
Level 1
Level 2
142
52
0
2
2
6
15
0
23
182
19%

22
1
3
86
9%

Level 3
171
74
125
69
44
165
648
69%

Taking into account the high number of films badly damaged by vinegar syndrome, the first
priority is to preserve the film archive.

Often the most damaged supports are, justifiably, put at the
top of the priority list. But it may be better to preserve one
particular collection before all the supports deteriorate, for
obvious reasons of cost.
Treating material on the individual, “case by case” line means
very high processing times and cost.

You have to find the best compromise. You can for example slow down the decay by using
preventative measures (3.2.2.5 : Planning) such as by improving the storage conditions.
(4.2 : Storage conditions for analogue material).
 Obsolete formats
1” and 2” video tapes often become priorities because they are old formats, their playback
machines are not made any more, consequently spare parts are hard to find and the people who
were trained to use and repair these machines are a dying breed.
In a digitising plan for the whole archive, the priorities are split between these three different
types.
Simple example of priorities
A television company decides to treat its own productions as priority (since as soon as they
have been digitised the company can exploit them without having to negotiate rights). From
the list of its own productions it decides to treat news programmes first, since they are most in
demand by users both inside (journalists) and out. Then from the list of news programmes the
company prioritises the ¾” tapes, because that is format most at risk.

3.2.1.4.

Problems of selection

Selection is a difficult issue, over which many archives have to compromise. Financial,
operational and technical constraints oblige them to make choices. These choices have to be
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carefully thought out, don’t let chance or whim decide what will, or will not be preserved. Setting
up a preservation and digitising plan is often the moment to organise a selection policy, if there
isn’t one already.
A selection policy must be defined by archivists, decision-makers, finance department and users
working together, perhaps in a selection committee.
The selection policy must be approved by management and be coherent with the company’s other
missions and strategies. It must serve the company interests in both short and long term. The policy
must be revised frequently to maintain its relevance.
 The selection criteria
The selection criteria will vary according to the company’s situation and the archive’s projects.
Example: the selection criteria of Sonuma (a company created by RTBF to store, preserve,
digitise and commercialise its archives)
-

Heritage and editorial value
Teaching and scientific interest
Commercial potential
Quality of the support

3.2.2. Producing scenarios with cost-estimations
3.2.2.1.

Variables: time, means and amounts

A scenario for a digitisation plan has to compromise between 3 variables:
- The amount to be treated
- The time available
- The means available
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3.2.2.2.

Estimating the plan’s cost

To explain in practical terms the methods and tools used for costing, we shall take as an example
the 3 scenarios suggested to EPTV on how to preserve their film archive. In this example the
variable is the time span: 3, 4 or 5 years.
There are two stages to digitising film: the physical repair of the film itself and its transfer. We
have detailed below how to estimate the cost of repair. The same method applies for estimating the
cost of telecine transfer or digitising video tape.
 Calculating how many staff and what technical means are necessary
Method for calculating the number of technicians and machines based on the total number of
programme hours, the average time it takes to treat one programme hour and the legal number of
working hours.











Data
Number of hours to treat
Number of hours to treat a year:
3 years (15,000 ÷ 3)
4 years
5 years
Number of working days per person per year
Number work sessions per day
Length of each session
Number of hours worked per person per year
(6 hours a day x 210 days a year)
Average time to repair and restore one hour of programme
Number of working hours for restoring a year
(6 hours to restore an hour’s programme x the number of programme
hours to treat per year)
3 years (6 x 5,000)
4 years
5 years
 Number of operators required
(number of working hours to accomplish ÷ number of hours worked
per person per year)
3 years (30,000 ÷ 1,260)
4 years
5 years
 Number of repair and restoration benches required
(number operators divided by the number of sessions per day)
3 years (24 ÷ 2)
4 years
5 years

15,000
5,000/year
3,750/year
3,000/year
210 days
2
6 hours
1,260 hours
6 hours

30,000
22,500
18,000

24
18
14

12
9
7
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The following table recapitulates this data, as well as those obtained with the same method for the
transfer stage.

Definition of the technical and hum an potential needed
Total number of hours to be treated
Number of hours to be treated each year
Number of w orking days per person per year

3 Year Plan
4 Year Plan
5 Year Plan
15,000
15,000
15,000
5000
3750
3000
210
210
210

Film preparation and editing (R&R)
Number of w ork sessions a day
Length of daily w ork session
Number of w orking hours per person per year
Average timed required to treat one hour of programme (hours)
Number of w orking hours needed per year
Num ber of film technician operators needed
Num ber of w ork stations
Telecine transfer
Number of w ork sessions a day
Length of w ork session
Number of hours w orked per person per year
Average treatment time for one hour of programme
Number of w orking hours required per year
Num ber of telecine operators needed
Num ber of w ork stations

2
6
1260
6
30000
24
12

2
6
1260
6
22500
18
9

2
6
1260
6
18000
14
7

2
6
1260
2.5
12500
10
5

2
6
1260
2.5
9375
7
4

2
6
1260
2.5
7500
6
3

 Costing these needs
Staff
Once you know how many operators are needed it is simple to cost the staff effort. Multiply the
operator’s annual wage by the number of operators and number of years.
Thus for repair and restoration, the cost is fixed at 6,000€ a year. That is:
- 432,000€ for 3 years (6 x 24 x 3 = 432)
- 432, 000€ for 4 years (6 x 18 x 4 = 432)
- 417,000€ for 5 years (6 x 14 x 5 = 417)
The following table recapitulates this information with that of the transfer stage.
3 Year Plan

4 Year Plan

5 year Plan

Cost operators/film editors (6,000€ per operator per year)

432

432

417

Cost TC operators (7,000€ per operator per year)

208

224

208

Total staff costs (thousand €)

640

656

626

The cost of material
To calculate the cost of material it is important to understand what is involved in the processing
process. For R & R: editing bench, re-winder, extraction hood. Then come the costs of each of the
machines and the overall cost of the work area.
The cost of the machines will vary according to their quality and origin. For the specifications of the
digitising lines, see the processing lines (4.1: processing lines).
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Examples of the cost of materials for R & R
Film Editing Material
Length of the plan

3 years

4 years

5 years

Total film editing (quantity)

12

9

7

Unit cost for editing table, re-wind and extractor fan (thousand €)

50

50

50

600

450

350

Total Cost (thousand €)

Variations in the cost of a transfer station according to the quality of the telecine:
- 1st hypothesis: 2nd hand, good quality
- 2nd hypothesis: new, mid-range
- 3rd hypothesis: top range new or recent 2nd hand

Cost of one unit of telecine transfer
Hypothesis Hypothesis Hypothesis
1
2
3

Cost calculation in thousand €
Telecine

60

120

400

16mm sound playback adapted to read sound damaged by vinegar syndrome

60

60

60

IMX recorder

30

30

30

Monitoring video and audio

5

5

5

Oscilloscope

8

8

8

Cable and technical furniture

7

7

7

170

230

510

Average cost of one unit of telecine transfer
Average cost of the 3 hypotheses

300

Examples of costs for unit of telecine transfer.
Spreading telecine transfer costs
Length of the plan

3 years

4 years

5 years

Quantity

5

4

3

Average cost per unit

300

300

300

Total cost (thousand €)

1,500

1,200

900

The new carriers
The cost of the carriers on which the material will be preserved is part of the calculation. The
carrier chosen for this example is an IMX cassette.
Cost of the support
Length of the plan

3 years

4 years

5 years

Average unit cost (€)

17

17

17

Total cost (unit cost x 15,000) (thousand €)

255

255

255

Annual cost (thousand €)

85

63,75

51
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Annex 6: Cost of carriers
List of physical formats and associated cost. This list is not exhaustive. Since 2009 (date of the cost
calculation), the prices may have changed.

To these various items must be added the cost of operating the machines, the company’s internal
costs and then ancillary costs.
The following table recapitulates the different items to calculate the real cost of digitising.

Total cost of preserving film in thousand €
Length of plan

3 ans

4 ans

5 ans

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
Number of telecine units

5

4

3

1,500

1,200

900

12

9

7

600

450

350

50

50

50

323

255

195

2473

1955

1495

10

8

6

210

224

210

24

18

14

Cost of film editing staff (6,000€/per person per year)

432

432

420

Total technical staff

642

656

630

Organisation costs (logistics control, preparation, transport…25%

779

653

531

New support material (IMX 17€/hour for 15,000 hours)

255

255

255

Total running costs

1034

908

786

TOTAL PRESERVATION

4148

3519

2911

Equipment cost (at 300K€ per unit)
Number of editing and repair units (at 50 K€ per unit)
Cost of editing equipment (at 50 K€ per unit)
Cleaning
Ancillary equipment (cable, installation,maintenance) 15%
TOTAL technical equipment
TECHNCIAL STAFF
Number of telecine operators
Cost of telecine operating staff (7,000€/per person per year )
Film editing staff

RUNNING COSTS
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3.2.2.3.

Technical choices (formats, storage system)

Once the costs of the digitising process have been studied, you need to think about which system is
best for storing the newly digitised files: choice, infrastructure and costs.
 Formats
The choice is not for one single format but for several, each of which has a different use.


Preservation: demands a high quality format capable of storing programmes in broadband,
or in HD
o SD: DVC PRO 50, JPEG 2000 from 70-100 Mbit/s, H264 50-70 Mbit/s…
o HD: H264 100Mbit/s, JPEG 2000 from 200Mbit/s…



Sales: requires formats that take into account the different standards used by different
production houses and broadcasting companies
o MPEG2 20-50Mbit/s, H264 25-30 Mbit/s, IMX 30 or 50, DVC PRO 25…



Consultation and viewing: low bandwidth only, with a capacity similar to computer
networks. These compressed formats are incompatible with the quality demanded by sales,
broadcasters and archives.
o Windows Media player, MPEG4 384 or 480 kbit/s…

A television company needs a minimum of 2 formats: one for transmission (which is then used for
storing) and the other for screening and on-line use.
When making your choice you should take into account:
- The uses
- The formats used in the company for production and transmission
- Other broadcasters’ recommendations about format
- Technical studies on formats
- Quality: choose formats which keep the quality of the original

When choosing the format it is best to opt for open formats which
are not linked to a particular manufacturer. If you decide to equip
the archive with a proprietary brand, it is vital the format you
choose is widely used and accepted and that it is made or
developed by several manufacturers.

More and more archives are adopting a new approach based on the choice of a format called “pivot”
or “master”. The pivot format is a very high quality archival format. It is used as a master copy to
generate other formats via transcoding.

It is important to choose formats which offer a quality at least
equal to, if not better than, the original so as to be sure you don’t
lose information – it also anticipates future needs (HD broadcasts,
for example).
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Example of format choice for archiving
Television companies :
TSR has chosen Mpeg2 for its archives at 50 Mbit/s on IMX digitised cassettes (production
format).
In Serbia the DVC Pro 25 production format has been kept as the archival format.
VRT chose to archive news on DVC Pro 25 and its programmes on IMX 50. For HD, VRT chose
DVCPRO HD.
Saudi television chose DV 25Mbit/s, as its production format, stored on LTO tapes.
National Archives:
When INA launched its preservation and digitising plan in 1999, it chose digital Beta for its
archive format and is now in the process of changing to JPEG 2000, which means transferring
its entire digital Beta collection to the new format.

For the great majority of broadcasting companies, the archive
format is the same as the production format since the company
already has the right machines and know-how. It also helps the
relationship between production and the archives. For national
archives, independent from production units, the issues are
different.

It is strongly advised that you choose formats which are
independent of the carrier. Rather than Sony’s BETANUM, which is
both a digital format and a carrier, it would be better to choose a
format like DV, DVCPRO, MPEG2, MPEG4 or JPEG2000 which are
neutral in relation to their carrier (DVD, BD, LTO, hard disks). This
choice offers greater guarantees in case production of the carrier
ceases, or in case the format becomes obsolete.

Annex 7: Example of a format’s sustainability criteria and at Annex 8: Example of the quality and
functionality criteria for a media format” © Jean-Noël Gouyet
These two tables list the different technical criteria which dominate the choice of format.



Storage systems

The four characteristics which enable you to evaluate a storage system are its storage capacity,
reliability (data security), accessibility and cost.
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Estimating storage capacity needs, knowing the number of hours digitised and the transfer
rate: the 1-2-1 rule
This simple rule enables you to obtain the number of gigabytes (or terabytes) needed to store a
digitised archive according to how many hours you have and the transfer rate.
According to this rule, 1 programme hour at 2Mbit/s equals 1 GB of storage.
I decide to preserve my collection of 15,000 hours at 50 Mbit/s.
Knowing that for 1 hour at 50 Mbit/s I need 25 GB
For 15,000 hours at 50 Mbit/s I need 375,000 GB (15,000 x 25) or 375 TB.
If I decide to preserve my collection of 15,000 hours on LTO5 tapes, each of which has a
storage capacity of 1,600 GB, I shall need 235 tapes. (375,000 GB ÷ 1,600 GB)
Knowing that an LTO tape costs 70€, preserving my collection on LTO will cost me 16,450€ for
the support material. (235 x 70)
NB: this rule will not give you exact amounts, but rough estimates.

There are 3 storage systems.
Storage on shelves
This kind of storage is appropriate for all types of carrier: digital cassettes (Betanum, IMX…), optical
discs (CD, DVD, BD), computer cartridges (LTO) and hard disks. It consists of placing the carriers in
the vaults (and then on shelving).
Advantages: an easy option to set up; the costs are the carrier, the premises and setting up
adequate storage conditions.
Disadvantages: access is difficult and slow, it means constantly moving things about (storekeeper,
stock management)
This system could be chosen for its low cost, but it is not at all satisfactory in terms of access. It
can be used in conjunction with another for its cost and the data security. It is above all
recommended for preservation.
Robotic storage
This system is for two kinds of carrier: digital cartridges and optical discs. It involves robotcontrolled cupboards in which the material is stored. The programme is introduced into a play-back
machine on a given command. The cupboards consist of slots (spaces for the cassettes or discs) and
playback machines. The number of slots and play-back machines depends on how much material
there is. These cupboards are linked to a server equipped with HSM software (Hierarchical Storage
Management) which guides the robot and the hard disks, and also serves as a memory buffer.
Advantages: rapid access to high volumes of programmes of broadcast quality (“near online”
system). Relatively low storage costs (GB).
Disadvantages: High initial cost in equipment and maintenance, complex technical management.
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This system is recommended if you have a large volume of material to handle and if it is in frequent
or constant use, with customers needing it quickly (TV stations, broadcast). It is a good system for
commercial use.
Storage on hard disk
Storage on servers needing a storage capacity adapted to the size of the collection.
Advantages: instant access, ease of management
Disadvantages: high cost of storage (GB)
This system is useful for screening and consulting compressed files. The servers are linked to the
internet or to an intranet, enabling immediate and multiple access to programmes. This can also be
a solution for commercial use, but the cost of storage is dissuasive if large volumes are concerned.
In the case of a broadcaster with a very large archive, the 3 systems can be used together, each
with its own distinct use.
On the other hand, for a small archive hard disk can be an adequate solution for all three types of
use.
Table showing storage supports and file formats available for the three levels of access (Study for
EPTV)
Viewing

Selling

Archiving

Means of access
Local or distant
network

Speed of access
Immediate(online)

Copy on video
tape. Computer
link on local or
distant network

10 min to 1 hour
on “near online”

Copy on to video
tape.
Computer
link on local or
distant network

1 day in case of
need

Format
H264 (MPEG4
AVC) 200 to
400 Kbit/s
Windows
media
MPEG2 from 8
to 50 Mbits/s
H264 from 8
to 50Mbit/s
MPEG2 50Mb/s
Intra
JPEG2000
AVC-Intra, 50
to 100Mb/s
“without loss”
IMX
DVC Pro 50

Storage
Hard disk

Technology
NAS or SAN
server disk

LTO magnetic
tape

Storage on
shelves or robot
for the tapes or
server hard disk
NAS or SAN
Storage on
shelves or robot.

Hard disk
Magnetic tape

Annex 9 : Table weighing up which storage system to choose © J.N Gouyet
Table recapitulating the technical criteria which affect the choice of a storage system and the
supports/formats associated with it.

3.2.2.4.

Organisational choice

The example of EPTV’s case offered in this chapter analyses a plan made inside the company. Other
choices are possible: the plan can be given to one or several outside facility companies; or you can
opt for a mixed solution, combining internal resources and external services.
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Using an outside contractor avoids a major investment in equipment and employing a lot of extra
staff for occasional use. If time is limited it is better to call in an external company who will install
and maintain all the equipment, supplying staff and training them. The facility company’s fees must
be taken into account, though, and could increase certain areas of the budget.
For more detail on how to work with an outside contractor, see (4.3.: working with a facility
company)
A good compromise would be a mixed solution: the material in good condition can be handed to a
facility house for digitising, they will set up “industrial” processing lines, while the difficult
material can be digitised in-house.

Whichever way you organise the plan, it is best to have
two processing lines. The material which does not present
a problem is processed on a factory-style industrial line
(which lowers the cost). The decayed and difficult
material goes through the individual, case-by-case line. To
do this, you must have already identified which supports
are “difficult” so they do not jam up the industrial line.

Budgeting for a Digitization Project – JISC Digital Media
http://www.jiscdigitalmedia.ac.uk/crossmedia/advice/budgeting-for-a-digitisation-project/
Elements for costing a preservation and digitising plan, and information on the other aspects of
setting up the plan.
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3.2.2.5.

Planning

 Multi-year plans
In the example used above, the variable is the length of the plan. Making a multi-year plan enables
you to spread the work and the costs. It enables you to negotiate budgets year by year according
to foreseeable expenses.
But spreading the plan means certain supports will not be processed immediately, and that means
you must set up preventative conservation measures for them.
 Preventative conservation measures
When you commit to a preservation and digitising plan, not every batch can be preserved straight
away, some will obviously have to wait. Setting up preventative conservation measures will
maintain the material in good condition and slow down deterioration. (4.2 : conservation
conditions for analogue material)
Setting up a preventative conservation policy assumes you:
 Have a precise map of the state of the supports
 Understand which parts of the archives which need urgent processing, and those which can wait
 Understand the norms and practices of conservation
An example: preventative measures for a collection of films damaged by vinegar syndrome
-

isolate the films which are in an advanced state of deterioration to avoid contaminating
the other films

-

keep the contaminated films at a low temperature (around 10°C) to slow the
deterioration

-

when double-headed films are stored in the same can, take out the magnetic soundtrack and store it separately, since its chemistry makes it more vulnerable to vinegar
syndrome

-

avoid storage containing paper and cardboard (acidity) or metal (rust); use neutral
plastic (polypropene, for example)
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4. Methods and tools: setting up
Once the conception stage of the plan is finished, we move on to setting it up as a proper
project, and that includes:
- technical aspects: processing lines, managing new media and metadata, conservation
measures
- organisational aspects: working with one or more outside contractors, going with change,
following and guiding the project.

4.1. Processing lines
A processing line combines all the different elements needed for transferring analogue material
(i.e. the analogue archive, the carrier, the material) to digital media.

Making new media

Digital archiving

Specific cases
Transfer analogue to
digital

Digital archives

Transfer analogue to
digital

Storage

Industrial approach

Acquisition

Preparation/choose method

Selection/priorities

Update, Inventories

Analogue archives

preparation

Managing the process, quality guarantee.. Feed-back.

Jean Varra_ INA 2010

1

This diagram shows the different tasks that make up a processing line grouped into three areas:
preparation (upstream), transfer and archiving (downstream).

4.1.1. Preparation
4.1.1.1.

Identifying the materials: the inventory

The analogue materials must be organised into uniform batches for digitising. These batches can be
compiled from the computerised inventory of the supports.
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If there is an inventory, this preparation phase is a good time to add and correct information on it.
If there is not an inventory, now is the moment to make one.
The inventory file describes the material and succinctly identifies the documents it carries.
A “material” label could include the following:
-

Identification number of the material
Title of the programme
Length of recording
Carrier type (original, copy, telecine copy, editing copy)
Format
Sound tracks
Manufacturer

To enter the processing chain all the material must have been identified

One programme can be recorded on several different carriers
(film, video and digital files). It is strongly recommended to put
in distinct but linked lists the labels marked as “material” and
those marked as “documents”. The link between the two will
enable you to find easily all the materials of a programme or all
the documents recorded on the same support.

4.1.1.2.

Preparation of the batches

Having put the batches on the inventory they must now be physically prepared. This means bringing
them out of the vault, if necessary repairing and restoring the carrier, labelling them and putting
them into groups.
What is on the label must be formatted. If movement of the material is computerised, the
identification information must be on bar code,.
If the batches are being processed by an external contractor, there are two extra tasks:
- Writing the work orders, including a description of each batch, listing the materials,
detailing the work to be done and deadline
- organising transport, which means specific packaging for some batches. Nitrate films in
particular must be transported in secure crates.
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4.1.2. Creating new formats
4.1.2.1.


Film

Treatment stages
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Repair & Restoration:
- Re-making the joins: the glue and sellotape used in the editing have become dry or fat with
time. They have to be removed, the film cleaned, then the joins re-made.
- Check the picture and sound are still in synch
- Repair broken perforations
- Cleaning the film: this can be done by hand with soft cloths and solvent, in which case the
operator must wear a mask and gloves and work under an extraction fan as protection
against the product’s toxic fumes. Alternatively the film may be passed through a special
cleaning machine.
The transfer can be done via a telecine machine or with a scanner
-

-

-

Telecine (TC) is mainly used in television. It translates film into a video signal, SD or HD,
The transfer is done in real time and is for both sound and picture. Some TC machines are
equipped with a wet gate which passes the film through a solvent solution having the same
degree of refraction to light, consequently masking some of the scratches during transfer.
Optical sound and a married magnetic sound track (COMMAG) can be treated by TC. If the
sound is on a separate track (double-head or SEPMAG), a slave recorder plays the sound at
the same time as the image, guaranteeing perfect synchronisation. Most TC machines are
equipped with colour correctors, grain and scratch reduction which enable the operator to
re-calibrate and slightly improve the film as it is being transferred. The digital video
produced can then be used as a master to create files in whatever format necessary.
The scanner is used more in the cinema. It produces files in 2k, 4k, 8k even 16k (very high
resolution). The time taken to digitise is dependent on many factors, but it will certainly be
longer than programme time and longer than digitising with telecine, but the latest
machines are shrinking the gap.
Unlike TC, the scanner transfers only the picture. If there is a sound track it has to be
processed separately and in real time. If the sound-track is optical the film has to be passed
through the scanner twice, in real time.
The scanner provides files directly, and these can then be encoded into the desired formats.

 Essential equipment
For repairing the film
- 35mm/ 16mm editing tables, capable of reading sound (optical, magnetic, married or
double-headed)
- Sellotape, scissors, joiner for re-making joins
- Cleaner and cleaning product – tetrachloroethylene
- Extraction fan and protective equipment – gloves, mask
For the transfer
- Telecine
- Recorder and recording server
- Slave recorder (for double-headed sound tracks)
- or Scanner
Monitoring
- Oscilloscope
- Video monitor
- Sound speakers
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Restoring
- Colour corrector
- Noise (film grain) reducer
- Scratch reducer

Annex 10: Processing lines for film, aspects of cost and makes © Jean-Noël Gouyet
This table gives the price of machines for treating film. NB: rapid technical advances mean these prices
should be checked regularly.
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4.1.2.2.


Video

Treatment stages
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Preparation:
For videos which are in a good state:
- Spooling or rewinding the tape to check that it plays well and does not stick during transfer
- Cleaning (in a machine)
- Checks: that the label is the right one – content, length, sound tracks, adjustments
This preparation can easily be automated, enabling you to treat large volumes rapidly
For tapes in a bad state, other stages (individual treatment) must be added:
- Passing through an oven so the tapes don’t stick together, making play-back impossible
- Specific adjustment of playback machines
The transfer:
While the tape is being played-back (read), digital video recorders convert the analogue signals into
digital ones.
Those tapes being treated individually are sometimes impossible to digitise continuously. In which
case you have to digitise one sequence at a time, editing them together later.
Treating a video tape individually has a huge impact on the processing time and therefore cost.
Deciding whether to treat material industrially or individually needs careful analysis of the state of
the carrier material beforehand.
 Equipment needed
Preparation
- Rewind machine with cleaner, compatible with the formats of the tapes to be transferred
- Thermostatic oven
Transfer
- Compatible playback machine
- Standard decoders
- New format encoders (possibly robotic)
- Digital recorders
Monitoring
- Video monitor
- Sound speakers

Annex 11: Processing line for video, aspects of costs and makes © Jean-Noël Gouyet
On the automation methods for difficult media:
http://www.prestospace.org/project/deliverables/D5-3_Difficult_Media.pdf
This table gives the price of machines used for video processing. NB: rapid technical advances mean
these prices should be checked regularly.
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4.1.3. Quality control
Quality control applies not only to the finished work, but to the overall operation as well. It should
be done at every stage of the processing line.
It’s up to the company to set the points at which it wants to control quality, for example:
 After R&R
 During video transfer
 Once the files are digital
Good quality control is a regular control, with defined parameters responding to defined, precise
criteria.
If the work is being done by an outside company, quality control must be very precisely defined
with the facility company, since that gives you certain guarantees.

4.1.4. Updating new media and digital archiving
Digital media are run in a new environment, whose stages and functions are presented in the
following diagram:

4.1.4.1.

Data capture

Digital capture is the first process in archive management and storage, and it applies to all the
material, whether it has been digitised as part of the digitising plan or created digitally.
Digital capture includes:
 The physical acquisition of the files and metadata
 Harmonising the identification metadata
To this




can be added:
Conversion of files to different formats -- for use (including sales), viewing or handling.
Quality control
Digital restoration jobs
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4.1.4.2.

Analysis and indexing

Upgrading the archives continues with either processing or adding to the programmes’
documentation: adding descriptive data about the content, key words.
At the same time you can sub-divide the material according to theme. Properly understood and well
described, the collection will then be easy to use, publicise and distribute.
4.1.4.3.

Storing data, making them secure and long lasting

 Storage
The different ways of storing material were described earlier (3.2.2.3 : Technical choices
(formats, storage system)). Each is for specific uses and needs, for preservation and access. The
way digitised media is stored is your guarantee for the future integrity of the data. That is why it
must be an integral part of a rigorous conservation and security policy.
 Precautions for conservation
All digital carriers – digital cassettes, magnetic tapes, optical discs, hard disks – have the same
enemies: heat, humidity, variations in temperature and humidity, dust.
The conservation norms for each carrier must be respected. We refer in particular to the ISO
standards for keeping optical supports (CD, DVD, BD) which advocate a temperature of 20°C and a
relative humidity of 50% maximum.
Two of the storage options, the robotised library and hard disks, both need a lot of electronic
equipment and these in turn are sources of continual heat. The equipment must be installed in
rooms which have permanent air-conditioning. They must also be protected from risk of fire, flood
(electric and electronic systems) and malicious acts (theft or damage of very expensive equipment).
 Making the data secure and long-lasting
To storage conditions and the security of the vaults may be added making the data secure and
future-proof.
To avoid losing data you must always remember that digital media does not behave like analogue
media. Analogue media deteriorates progressively, getting gradually worse and worse and, after a
certain stage, the damage is visible to the naked eye. Digital deterioration cannot be seen: in the
digital world everything is fine until moment when everything has gone (loss of data). That
characteristic is called “the cliff effect”.
To prevent cliff effect, three solutions can be run simultaneously:
 Frequent reading of a BER sample (Bit Error Ratio). This reading enables you to assess the
progress of a decay invisible by viewing.
 Securing the data by back-up, that is duplicating all the archives and putting them in a different
place, either using the same storage system or a different one. For example, the back-ups of
tapes in a robotic storage system could also be stored robotically or on shelves. If the primary
system has a problem or if you lose a file, you know there is an exact copy in another place.
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Example: a second robot in case of problem at Hungarian television
MTVA, the public television in Budapest, installed a “recovery robot” in another part of the
city to supplement its main robot. If this latter fails, the “recovery robot” takes over.



Regular migration to new supports. The life of digitised formats being relatively short (around 7
years), you must include future transfers/migrations in the management of the material and
schedule them regularly. Migration avoids losing data and being faced with formats becoming
obsolete.

Ex: migration of INA’s collections from LTO3 to LTO5
Migrating digital media to another digital carrier is much quicker and cheaper than transferring
analogue material to digital since it is not tied to the length of the programmes.
Ex: it took INA 10 years to digitise 800,000 hours of radio and TV programmes on to LT03
tapes. Migration to LT05 is happening at the moment and is scheduled to take 9 months.
Again, with per unit storage capacity continually increasing, the amount of storage material
diminishes: at 8Mbit/s for 500,000 hours of TV and at 1.5 Mbit/s for 300,000 hours of radio, the
800,000 hours of INA represent 2.25 PB of data. On LTO 3 cassettes (whose capacity is 400
GB), those 800,000 hours took more than 5,600 cassettes. The capacity of each LTO 5 cassette
is 1.5 TB. Now it takes only 1,500 LTO 5 cassettes to keep the same 800,000 hours.

4.1.4.4.

Managing the data

Data management is made easier by “workflow”. Workflow is a software tool conceived to run a
defined sequence of repetitive tasks.
Before setting it up you must analyse carefully the needs and jobs to be done. You can then choose
which workflow software is best for your needs.

4.1.4.5.

Distributing the data

You have to choose the right transmitter, which depends on how programmes are delivered to other
professionals and how the archive is set up for the general public.
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Ex: Weighing up which delivery transmitter to use
Weighing
up 
Capacity
Criteria 
Removable
media

Analogue

Betacam, BetaSP

Digital

DVCAM, DVCPRO HDCAM…

Delivery
time

Quality
of
service

Availability

Cost

CD, DVD, BD
USB sticks

Networks

Dedicated
links
Rented
occasionally
Public

4.1.4.6.





External hard disks /
Extractables/buffer
server
Computerised telecoms
(VPN)
Satellite
Broadband / Fibre optic

What to do with the old analogue carriers once digitised?

Keeping the analogue carriers is a good solution, but it means yet more storage space and good
environmental conditions. Keeping the original material is a bet on the future since new, more
powerful techniques are bound to come along, opening the way to new uses. So the best
solution as far as preservation is concerned is to divide up the originals.
The original scan be given to a heritage organisation if it has the space and skills necessary to
guarantee safe-keeping.
It is a mistake to destroy the originals. If the company makes this choice it must keep the data
which describe the original carrier and keep a trace of its destruction.
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4.2. Storage conditions for preserving analogue material
The good practices mentioned above about the conditions necessary for keeping analogue material
while it is waiting to be transferred, are to be followed to the letter if the company decides to keep
the (transferred) originals.

4.2.1. Packaging and storing
4.2.1.1.

Handling

Older formats and especially those which have decayed, must be handled with the greatest care.
They must leave their vault as little as possible and must never be left in direct sunlight or in a
dusty or polluted environment.
4.2.1.2.

Packaging

The best material for containers is neutral plastic (polypropylene). You should avoid:
- Metal cans, which rust and can spoil film
- Packaging which includes cardboard or paper, since their acidity can seep into the tapes and
films
To avoid spread of vinegar syndrome in double-headed films, it is advisable to keep the sound and
the film in separate cans. Once affected, films and tapes must be kept in an isolated vault.
4.2.1.3.

Storage space

Analogue carriers are usually kept in vaults on fixed shelving, or on moveable shelves to gain space.
It is advisable to store videos vertically (upright) and not pile them on top of each other. For films,
storage is often horizontal (flat), but you should put no more than five cans on top of each other so
the films at the bottom of the pile are not deformed by the weight of those above.

4.2.2. Climatic conditions
4.2.2.1.

Temperature

For video the temperature must not exceed 20° C; around 16° to 18° C is recommended.
Film is kept at lower temperatures (not suitable for video tape). The lower the temperature, the
better the film will be preserved. Very low temperatures are particularly advisable for slowing down
vinegar syndrome decay and colour change.
However, in practice storing films at very low temperatures makes handling difficult since you have
to raise the temperature gradually before taking the film out of the vault, and that is expensive.
International recommendations advocate a compromise: 12° C for the originals and 18° for copies.
Film and video must be kept in separate vaults.
4.2.2.2.

Relative humidity

Conservation must be done at fairly low humidity levels, but it must not be too dry either. Generally
we advise rates of between 30° and 40% for videos kept between 15° and 20° C. For film,
recommendations vary between 25° and 35%. Since temperature and relative humidity are linked,
you can optimise the conservation conditions by lowering the temperature when the humidity is
high and lowering the humidity as the temperature rises.
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Temperature is more easily controlled than humidity. Also,
when the temperature and the humidity are too high it is
less expensive and simpler to lower the temperature (often
by insulating the vaults more efficiently).

4.2.2.3.

Variations

The important thing is to keep temperature and relative humidity stable, and to avoid sharp
variations which damage film and tape. For this it is best to keep the carriers in large, wellinsulated vaults. Temperature and humidity vary much more slowly in larger spaces than in confined
ones. Improving a building’s insulation is often cheaper than investing in air-conditioning and dehumidifiers.

4.2.3. On-going maintenance
It is important to check the storage conditions and the state of the physical formats regularly. For
film you should regularly test how far the vinegar syndrome is advancing by using purpose-made
strip-tests. You also have to keep an eye on how the colours are behaving. For video tape it is
recommended you spool though and re-wind the tapes from time to time. Large volumes can be
sampled in different vaults and different collections.

Wiki Prestospace © Richard Wright
http://wiki.prestospace.org/pmwiki.php?n=Main.PreservationStrategy#Conservation
This tool, useful for the methodology of a preservation plan, particularly includes recommendations for
storing film and video.

4.3. Working with an outside facility company
An essential issue when you are choosing the best way of setting up your plan is whether or not to
work with a facility company. This section describes how contracting out some of the tasks to a
facility company works in practise.
Facility companies can operate on their own premises, externally or in your company, either
working with an existing technical platform or setting one up.

4.3.1. Why work with a facility company?
-

A facility company brings an objective point of view, particular expertise and experience
which may not exist within the company.
Their recommendations about equipment are independent of manufacturers and so are
probably unbiased; they may know technical solutions which have already been successful.
Cost, productivity and delays are better controlled since they will all be part of the
contract. The facility company is bound to an obligation of result rather than means – the
costs being calculated on the volume of programme hours treated, not the number of hours
worked. Costs are reduced because the facility company is more flexible, can adapt to a
specific job. Facing them with competition will also bring the cost down.
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-

You can use different facility companies according to your needs and to control the speed of
production.

Ex: rationalising costs to preserve DAT cassettes at DR, Danish radio-TV
In 2007, given a limited budget to realise its digitising plan, Danish radio-TV decided to digitise
a collection of nearly 250,000 hours of radio recorded on DAT, and to do it for the best
possible price.
To achieve that, Danish television launched a vast project to rationalise and industrialise the
process, in association with an outside facility company, the Belgian company Memnon.
Industrialising and externalising the process enabled the Danish company to digitise their
archive at less than 4€ per programme hour.

4.3.2. Invitations to tender
The best way of choosing the right facility company is to put bids out to tender, written according
to your (the client’s) specifications. That would include:
 The description of the work to be done
 The volume of archives to treat and the formats concerned
 The rules and criteria used to choose the facility company
 The documents and references which the candidates must provide
The client then makes a preliminary selection of the candidates and provides them with detailed
specifications described below.
In response to these specifications, the candidate companies put in a detailed bid. That will
contain:
 Detailed description of the equipment needed for the work demanded
 Precise description of the processes
 Precisions about important parameters
 Quality guarantees
 Cost of providing the service
The client company then studies the different bids and should, at the same time, interview each of
the candidates: a meeting enables you to question each one on precise points in their bid.
The final selection is done according to how well each candidate responds to the criteria you the
client have set. These criteria should cover cost and the appropriateness of the equipment and
services they offer.
The selection process ends with the signature of a contract. The contract reiterates the
specifications and stipulates that the client will receive a service equal to his expectations. It also
guarantees that the client will not present the facility company with new demands during the
course of the contract without the agreement of both parties.
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4.3.3. Writing the specifications







The specifications include:
Presenting the goals and the context in which these goals apply
A description of the types of material to be treated, their average length, physical state and
documentary descriptions
The quality of work to be provided and the criteria by which that work will be judged
Ways of operating: the skills necessary, the frequency of the transports, the volume, packaging
and deadlines
The stages at which costs will be assessed

Ex of using a facility company: Sonuma in Belgium
Sonuma decided to invite tenders from various facility companies, each of which was able to
fulfil the specific goals required. By asking several companies Sonuma was able to control cost.
- Digitising radio programmes: Memnon
- Digitising Betacam: Memnon, Mikros, WFX
- Creating and setting up a tool for digital asset management: Netia
- Installing servers: Fujitsu Technology Solutions
http://blog.sonuma.be/premiers-contrats-de-sous-traitance-attribues/

4.4. Managing a project and accommodating change
Setting up a digitisation plan involves changes in the way the archive and the related services are
organised. These changes must be anticipated and prepared for.

4.4.1. Training staff
4.4.1.1.

Maintaining and transmitting skills in older formats

Digitising the archives calls for specific skills and knowledge about working on both old and new
formats. For older formats and equipment this knowledge is too often the monopoly of the older
technicians. Passing their knowledge to younger technicians is essential, both while the analogue
material is being transferred to digital and afterwards. If the older formats are kept, you will also
have to keep the various playback machines so the films, video tapes and cassettes can be read.
4.4.1.2.

Grasping the new technology

At some point most jobs within an archive will be affected by changing technology. All the staff will
be concerned: technicians, storage managers, documentalists in charge of indexing and the
archive’s communication. The impact of digitising on different jobs and their organisation must be
analysed and anticipated. It must be followed by training sessions and very often by re-organising
the services as well. In other words, the company must define and set up a policy of accompanying
these changes.

4.4.2. Managing and the involvement of management
It cannot be said enough: any project to preserve and digitise an archive must be a company
project. The company must be involved at every stage, from creation of the plan onwards, and must
follow, guide and control the project’s progress even when it is up and running. To do this, a pilot
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committee made up of representatives of management and people working directly on the project
must be created.

4.4.3. Monitoring the project and monitoring indicators
Monitoring the project means defining monitoring indicators which will enable you to control and
measure the project’s progress in relation to the provisional plan, to identify bottle-necks and
difficulties, to follow budget expenditure, to adjust both the goals and the ways of achieving them
according to results.
The markers/indicators must be absolutely in keeping with the goals defined in the provisional
annual or multi-annual plan: same tasks to be measured, same measurement units. They must use
the initial report on the archive as a reference when determining the volumes archived and those
yet to be preserved and digitised.
Monitoring has to apply to the work done in-house and that done by outside facility companies.

Examples of monitoring indicators
Transfer to digital
- Number of programme hours treated, over a given period, structured by format (film,
video) and by the nature of the jobs involved (R&R, telecine, industrial transfer line,
individual case-by-case transfer line)
- By differentiating between jobs done in-house and by each of the facility companies
- The average cost of the R&R operations and telecine transfer
Inventories
- Number of index-cards created, identifying documents, carriers, collections treated
Preservation
- Percentage of physical formats kept in a controlled environment
- Percentage of digitised files stored in a back-up site
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1- Contribution by Hamet Ba, head of RTS archives, during the 2010 FIAT annual
conference in Dublin.

FIAT/IFTA World Conference
Dublin, 15-18 October 2010

2010: RTS celebrates the 50th anniversary of Senegal’s independence
(English version)

By Hamet Ba, Head of RTS Archives

The aim of this paper is to show how television and the RTS archive contributed to the fiftieth anniversary
celebration of Senegal’s independence.

Retrospectives
This is how television journalists wanted to recall the 50 years of active Senegalese diplomacy and the role
and presence of the Senegalese armed forces in the theatres of operation of peace keeping in the world and in
Africa. By making retrospectives.
Some journalists looked at Senegal’s history and economy, at the years of drought -- the difficulties caused to
groundnut cultivation by variations in climate and the world market, including all the unpleasant
consequences recorded at the time, the structural, financial and social changes.
One retrospective was dedicated to Senegal’s religious life, looking particularly at Pope Jean-Paul II’s visit and
remembering the great figures of the Islamic brotherhoods, many of whom have gone forever.
The history of African unity was passed in review, with, just a few years after independence in 1960, the
creation of the OAU (Organisation of African Unity) and then in 2002 the birth of the African Union.
Of course, the evolution of the Senegalese political landscape was not forgotten either: the men who first
dreamt of independence were remembered, as were the members of Senegal’s first independent government,
and of course the first players of political life before and after independence.
The journalists did not hesitate either to look at the context surrounding independence.
All these various preoccupations, these different retrospectives, meant the Archive Service of Senegalese
Television had to use its archives, the oldest of which go back some twenty years.
Films based on archives: an occasion to preserve and digitise the precious archives
Even though many of these archives, recorded at the time on Umatic cassettes, had already been transferred
to Betacam, it took the right circumstances to provide the impetus to transfer some of this archival material
to digital, first on to DVD then DVCAM.
One particular producer was planning a film about Léopold Sédar Senghor, Senegal’s first president (1960 –
1980) and about Abdoulaye Wade, the present president of the republic since 2000. We took advantage of this
producer’s urgent search for material on Umatic, and of the support of the highest authority in the republic
from which he benefitted, to make a win-win deal with him -- with the agreement of the head of RTS.
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His programme relied entirely on archive material from the 1980’s and 90’s, archived on Umatic, so the deal
consisted of us providing the material and him transferring the material on to DVD at his own expense. We
then transferred those files on to DVAM. This agreement benefitted everyone.
The transfers done for this production concern above all newsreel of the 1981 elections – swearing in Senghor,
Diouf and Wade, their meetings and press conferences about their political life. The producer was also
interested in other political and religious figures and also in shots showing Senegal’s and Dakar’s situation in
the 1960’s to 80’s.
There is no need for me to dwell on the historic importance and value of these pictures. Nevertheless, the
fact of having them transferred for someone outside the archives, for use in a documentary about the highest
figure in Senegal, meant the project took on a didactic nature for the head of RTS. It was in fact he himself
who authorised letting this material leave the country to be transferred in France.
It was a clear-cut opportunity to show the authorities the possibility, very simple and inexpensive compared to
the benefits, even financial.
We did not miss the opportunity to slip in amongst the material to be transferred two items of incalculable
cultural value for our archives.
Looking at some of the archives used in programmes made for the 50th anniversary of Senegal’s
independence
Let us try now to describe the different images found and made available for the programmes made.
Context of independence.
As part of the fiftieth anniversary of Senegal’s independence, one of the first programmes tried to depict the
context in which independence came to the countries of French West Africa.
It showed certain colonial political figures. We saw General de Gaulle’s historic journey during his 1958
African tour to find out whether Africans wanted to remain within the French community or to be
emancipated, breaking free of France our colonial mother. Through the referendum of September 1958 we
chose independence.
The images you see here show the welcome and General de Gaulle’s speech on Dakar’s Place Protet, which
became later the Place de l’Independence. They also show the demonstration of the now famous and immortal
carriers of placards demanding Senegal’s immediate independence.
This was back in 1958. The pictures, even though they were not filmed by Senegalese television, which did not
exist at that time, are nevertheless part of our national heritage. On the other hand, the radio sound is the
property of Radio Senegal, of which Senegal is proud.
This same programme needed to be illustrated by images of some of the precursors of Senegalese political
life: Leopold Sedar Senghor, Senegal’s first independent president, but also Mamadou Dia, who became
chairman (prime minister) of the Federation Council of Mali – which came out of the 1958 referendum and led
to the French Sudan’s (present-day Mali) and Senegal’s independence. This Federation lasted no longer than a
rose and the picture of its bursting are visible on the said paper.
Also on this historic document lasting 3 minutes and 26 seconds are the swearing-in ceremonies of the
Senegalese presidents - Léopold Sédar Senghor, Abdou Diouf and Abdoulaye Wade, in other words pictures
dating from 1960, 1980 and 2000.
A historical and political fact rare in Africa also can be seen here – the outgoing president Abdou Diouf passing
power to the incoming Abdoulaye Wade, a democratic alternation of power after the elections of March 2000
and welcomed by the whole world.
Evolution of the Senegalese political landscape
This second rare document traces the evolution of Senegal’s political landscape. Lasting 2 minutes and 54
seconds, this document takes a look at the pictures of the struggle that led to independence.
General de Gaulle’s journey as well as his speech to the placard holders in the Place Protet, who were
demanding the immediate independence of Senegal. As well as Senghor and Mamadou, it shows the political
leaders of the period like Majmouth Diop of the Parti Africain pour l’Independence, the first post-
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independence opposition in Senegal (Abdoulaye Wade, Moustaph Niasse, Ahmat Dansokho) as well as the
present opposition to President Wade, led by Macky Sall, Idrissa Seck.
Here we see, of course, Abdou Diouf doing his job.
50 years of Senegal’s active diplomacy
In this third document, a journalist revisits the 50 years of active diplomacy in Senegal.
Former Senegalese diplomats and ambassadors are interviewed and they explain and remember the role of
Senegal and its leaders, from Léopold Sédar Senghor to Abdoulaye Wade passing by Abdou Diouf, in the
politico-military conflicts between Senegal and her neighbours, or between her own citizens. Thus archival
images recall the regrettable events between Senegal and Mauritania, under the leadership of presidents
Diouf and Ould Taya.
The way Senegal, under the leadership of President Abdoulaye, mediated between the Malagasy in 2004, the
Ivory coasters in 2002 or the Tchadiens and the Sudanese are among the archives which illustrate this active
and beneficent Senegalese diplomacy which resulted, moreover, in President Abdoulaye Wade being awarded
the UNESCO/ Houphoët Boigny peace prize in 2006.
Senegal’s economy since 1960
The evolution of the Senegalese economy since 1960 is the subject of this 3 minute 41 second montage.
The archive images used for this montage show the various cash crops of the time – and now - principally
ground nut, but also cotton, sugar cane, calcium phosphate and fishing.
The structural reforms can be seen in the pictures of the 1994 devaluation of the CFA franc. Pictures of the
flowers of Senegalese industry like ICS (Industries Chimiques du Sénégal), SAED (Société d’Aménagement du
Delta du Fleuve Sénégal) or CSS (Compagnie Sucrière Sénégalaise) serve as reminders of their importance and
their role in the Senegalese economy since independence.
Some archival images also illustrate the country’s growth and economic and financial performance. Others of
course show the difficulties traversed, such as the pictures of drought symbolised by the cracked earth and
the corpses of the herds decimated by the lack of rain and cattle food.
50 years of independence through Senegal’s religions
A document of 2 minutes and 7 seconds shows the 50 years of independence through Senegal’s religions.
Muslim and Christian religious figures are featured, as well as the first summit meeting of the OCI
(Organisation de la Conférence Islamique) in 1991, chaired by President Abdou Diouf in the presence of the
heads of some of the Gulf States and Muslim countries from across the whole world (Africa, Asia) with figures
such as Bongo, the Qatari emirates….
Pope John-Paul II’s visit to Senegal in February 1992, going to Dakar, Ziguinchor and Goree, is given a good
place, particularly the shots of the holy father in Goree, at the gate of “The voyage of no return”, asking
forgiveness for Europe’s role in slavery and the deportation of the negro.
One cannot, of course, omit the second OCI summit in Dakar in March 2009 under the chairmanship of
President Wade, a supreme honour for Senegal. No other country has hosted the OCI summit more than once.
History of the African Unity
One of the final documents we have chosen to describe here lasts only 1 minute and 39 seconds, but it shows
a historic event, the birth of the Organisation of African Unity in 1963 in Addis Abbeba, under the leadership
of the very greatest political figures of the black continent, Négus Haïlé Sélassié, Bourguiba, Senghor, Bongo …
In this archive document we also see Senegal’s first anniversary of independence.
Evolution of Senegalese wrestling
We have tried to show below the importance of Senegalese wrestling in the television programme schedules.
This final document I’m going to show you is of national cultural importance not only because it is about the
history of Senegalese wrestling, but also because it shows sporting figures who have marked our stadiums
forever, and in it you will see the considerable growth in the fees paid to the wrestlers.
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The document is evidence of Senegalese television’s tendency to give a lot of time to this national sport. It
looks at almost legendary champions.
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2- Contribution by Monique Razafy, head of Fl@h, during the 2010 FIAT annual conference
at Dublin.
Introducing FL@H
The Fanajariana Lova @ Haino Aman-jery association, or Fl@H, is an organisation created in April 2007
under Malagasy law. It’s mission is to create a digital centre to preserve, digitise and promote the AV archives
of Madagascar and the Indian Ocean.
Synopsis of the preservation project
The broadcasting archives of Madagascar and the Indian Ocean, at risk and inventoried, consist mainly
of some 300 hours of 16mm and 35mm silver halide film, more than 1,000 hours of ¾” BVU cassettes and more
than 3,000 hours of VHS cassettes.
The collections of 16mm and 35mm film discovered by FL@H in 2007 needed rapid action since they
were at great risk of disappearing forever. Having been stored in precarious conditions much of the material
had been attacked by vinegar syndrome and it looked as though they would very soon be quite illegible.
Thus it was urgent to preserve and digitise them, for these broadcasting archives represent more than
half a century of the AV heritage of this country. This archive includes many pieces which are unique. So that
everyone can see this heritage (and most particularly the people living in the Indian Ocean), a database will
enable them to view the archives on the internet: it is important that AV heritage circulates on the world’s
info-routes.
Our technical partner
As far as transfer and technical expertise were concerned, the French Institut National de
l’Audiovisuel (INA) guided FL@H in setting up this digital centre. Indeed, INA, our main technical partner,
really gave us enormous support with its knowledge and expertise in AV archiving, indexing and documenting and of course putting the digitised material on-line. Skills it has mastered since 1999.
Resumé of the work
FL@H’s goal is on a grand scale. The actions it takes to preserve the threatened broadcasting archives
of Madagascar and the Indian Ocean are governed by a four-phase plan:
Phase 1: Collecting material;
Phase 2: Preserving (manual preparation, repair and identification, creating a digital database,
transfer on to a new master carrier);
Phase 3: Digitising (using Station AIME);
Phase 4: Publicising, (setting up a kit of legal texts governing the promotion, setting up a network of
computerised tools for consulting and managing the collection).
The content of that material is an invaluable heritage, but it is on a format whose playback machines are now
obsolete or falling into disrepair.
The endangered formats are:
16 mm and 35 mm reels plus double-head ;
U-matic cassette (3/4 BVU) ;
VHS or S-VHS cassette;
vinyl disk;
audio cassette;
reversal film, slides.
The people who benefit from this digitising centre
FL@h is targeting anyone and everyone who would understand their history better if they could see
the AV archives – in particular school children, teachers, researchers, film-makers and broadcasting production
companies.
The countries we target are those likely to have archives to digitise and are willing to make them
available to us, that is Madagascar, the Comoros, the Seychelles, Mozambique, South Africa, Mauritius.
The work done by FL@H
Part of the collection has already disappeared because of the natural deterioration of the carrier, every day
part of the Malagasy memory fades away.
Since setting up an operational structure in 2007, the organisation has been able to achieve the following:
Archive Holders
Cinémédia S.A. (16 mm & 35 mm)
FL@H
TVM – national TV (¾” BVU)

Hourly volume exploitable
Around 235 hours
Around 21 hours
Around 1,000 hours

Work done
Volume preserved: 163 hours
Volume digitised:
150 hours
Starting September 2010
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Section about promoting
Issues and contextual elements
“If a memory is not shared it dies”.
Films deteriorate and decay: some images are scratched, the colours fade or change. The sound track also is
subject to decay, finally becoming inaudible. Thanks to computerised treatment software, it is now possible to
give back to the images and the sound all their aesthetic force. Part of preserving one’s heritage is to preserve
the quality of the work in question. Indeed these films can only be digitised with the aim of giving them back
to the Malagasy people.
Publicising the archives enables us to make Madagascar’s AV heritage live, on the one hand by giving
back to the people the pictures from their history, making the collections available to students and researchers
while film-makers re-use the archive images; on the other hand, just as the volume of digitised archives will
increase as new collections are identified, putting the archives on-line strengthens and lengthens the life of
these collections.
The work of documenting and restoring the collection must continue all the time, otherwise much of what has
been treated cannot be viewed. The broadcasting portal of the Indian Ocean will become the portal of
reference for all archival research concerning the Indian Ocean. What is more, building up training within the
digitising centre will guarantee that skills and expertise are handed down both to local people and those from
other countries. This transmission of skills could then open up to every country thanks to the transfer of
technology and skills between resource centres. This will insure technical and cultural exchanges favouring
peace and strengthening the understanding between people.
Registration of copyright
At present the main risk threatening FL@H is the lack of legal and commercial legislation to protect
the use of the archives in Madagascar and the AV archives themselves. But FL@H is being extremely careful
about letting out the archive’s collections after they have been digitised. And the existence of a permanent
team already guarantees that tabs are kept on the material.
That’s why the association has suggested a project to re-think the law on copyright. In fact this law describes
our association as the principal collector of broadcast archive material.
The political crisis of 2009 has strengthened our conviction that the archive collections must be kept
in three different places. At the home of
the producer (or trustee)
the unit which manages and promotes AV archives (FL@H)
the National Archives.
To do this, a legal framework to protect these archive collections is essential. Madagascar already has a law on
copyright, but its concept and structure must be completely over-hauled.
Passing such a law would allow FL@H and the other archives to increase their collections and prolong their
activities.
Using/selling archive collections
To ensure continuity between the four stages of the preservation mission, as soon as a particular
collection has been assessed, FL@H offers its owners the possibility of combining their collection with the
national material. Each collection deposited is one more volume in the History of Madagascar. Thus the
management of the collections is the same for all the trustees relative to the usage rights.
This is a way of anticipating a new law on copyright, for once applied, the system will be automatic.
The digitised collections are available to the target public since the AV heritage will be on-line. For those who
cannot get internet, FL@H has a consultation unit available in their preservation site.
For the promoting stage, FL@H offers services aimed at all potential users from the individual to the company.
There follows the possible uses:
Research and documentation ;
Schools;
Broadcasting;
Publishing on the Internet ;
Institutional communication;
Use within families.
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3- Template for the assessment of audiovisual archive holdings
(Ina et FIAT/IFTA)

1.




2.

General
Organisation requesting the service.
Purpose of the audit
National audiovisual landscape

Position of the archive, general context

2.1. Context
 Name of the archive service
 Type of archive : e.g. broadcast archive, public archive
 History and status of the organisation holding the archive
If the organisation is a broadcaster : how many radio and television channels ? How many hours
are broadcast per week ?
 Position of the archive within the organisation : which department is responsible for the
archive?
 Internal structure of the archive
 Legal framework applying to archive management : e.g. broadcast law, legal deposit, copyright,
third party rights, internal regulations
 Retention/selection policy
 Purpose of the archive, present strategy / policy / action plan
 Links with other preservation organisations - in the country - in the region
 Existence of technical facilities companies - in the country - in the region
 Links with international organisations e.g. CIRTEF, FIAT
 Attendance at international technical/professional events
2.2. Budget
 Archive budgets formally identified
 Annual budget dedicated to archive management
 Percentage of the overall organisation budget
 Measurement of overall growth tapes - how many blank tapes are bought each year ? - How
many tapes are ingested in the archive each year ? How many tapes are recycled
2.3. Archive staff
 Categories
 For each category : qualification, background, number, average salary
 Comparison of salary levels in the archive with similarly qualified production staff
2.4. Archives related training
 existing facitities/provision in the organisation - in the country
 existing training offer
 language of training
 training needs for each category of personnel
 priorities
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2.5. Documents about the archive
 Is there a broachure which introduces the collections and the services offered?
 Does the archive have a page on your organisation’s web-site?
 Have you made a montage of samples of your archives for PR purposes?

3.

Building and technical facilities

3.1. Buildings
 Setting up of storage and archival services: one or several buildings ; distribution of archive
holdings ; distance of archive from production and/or post production areas
 Storage conditions
 Security of the buildings
3.2. Technical facilities
 Technical facilities dedicated to archive work - in the archive department - elsewhere
 Description of technical facilities - number – type - purpose - ratio actual use / capacity
 for viewing
 for copying
 for transferring film to video : film editing tables - telecine
 for transferring old tapes : formats - colour correction
 Availability of spare parts
 Maintenance capability

4.

Legacy holdings and preservation
4.1. Composition of holdings
Television

Film material







Formats : 35mm, 16mm, optical sound, magnetic sound
acetate, nitrate film
method of editing : glue / scotch
volumes : cans, hours, feet/meters
age
level of catalogue data

Video material :
 formats : 2 inch, 1 inch, ¾ inch
 volumes
 level of catalogue data
Types of programmes
 news, political speeches, music, drama, entertainment, etc.
 inhouse or external production
 special cases: culturally important collections; “treasures” (protected contents), “hell”
(censored contents), lost programmes, etc.
Proportion of programmes on only one carrier
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4.2. Preservation
Preservation conditions


film material
- storage conditions
- environmental conditions : temperature - humidity - air circulation - dust …
- horizontal, vertical storage
- compact/mobile, traditional shelving
- film containers : metal or plastic boxes, plastic bags
- image and sound stored separately
- vinegar syndrome
- level of decay
- percentage of film material with vinegar syndrome



video material
- proportion of tapes which are difficult to play back

Preservation and digitisation policy






5.

preservation strategy (if any : short, middle, long term)
Have you had any outside help? Particular financing?
proportion of material which has already been preserved
Which content was treated first?
What equipment and software were used for this?
preservation format

Current programmes (incoming workflow)

5.1. Collection of programmes






Production and transmission formats
Annual volumes incorporated in the archive : number of tapes - number of hours
Proportion of TV output coming into the archive
Born digital production : news, sport, entertainment, …
Selection criteria and processes

5.2. Creation of information related to programmes : workflow, cataloguing, indexing
Where, when, and how is the information created ? and consolidated ?
Existing information sources
 broadcast/transmission department
 production department : post production services (editing)
 information department
 sport department
 translation / transcription services
 What is the archive’s role
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5.3. Standards and documentary tools
Metadata & cataloguing standards
Do you use a cataloguing standard? Which one?
How are the contents described? Programme category, key words (people, theme, place) synopsis,
thumbnails
Do you use one or several controlled indexing languages?
 classification by programme genres
 thesaurus
Who is in charge of document treatment ?
Cataloguers: how many, qualifications
5.4. IT tools and data bases
History of computerisation within the archive
Is there a database (if yes, give its name)
 for controlling the stock of physical units
 for mapping the physical condition of materials (after film checking, for instance)
 for managing the contents (cataloguing, indexing, search engines)
 for managing rights of archived material
For each data base give details of
 date of creation
 operating system
 software
 type of software architecture : Intranet, Internet, Client/Server
 number of elements managed
 number and type of users allowed to feed into it, consult it
5.5. Assessment of the documentation situation
Control of collections :



Backlog of cataloguing : which collections - which years
Coverage of collections by documentation tools : proportion for each collection – tv news, tv
production, etc.

Traditional card files still in use

6.

Use of archives

6.1. Use of archives
Repeat transmissions
Number of programmes using archival material made each year either by company or by
national production houses
Has the company put in place an office to commercialise the archives
Are the archives open to users from cultural and educational sectors, to researchers
What is the volume of the archives re-used every month/year
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6.2. Information retrieval
 Who can access the information?
 Who does really access the information ? archivists - journalists - producers
 How many requests ?
 From which users ?
 With which special requirements ?
6.3. Exploitation rules
 protection of original or unique materials
 making of viewing copies
 making of exploitation copies : where ?
 control of loans :
- prior checking of film
- control of transportation of archive material from the Library to the exploitation areas
- control of movements
 rights clearing
6.4. Facts & figures
 Number of loans,
 Recent examples of significant uses of archives
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1- Defining and specifying the users and uses
(Jean Varra, Jean-Noël Gouyet)

Users

Uses
Priority

External

In-house

Broadcaster

News
Production

Number/
type
of potential
users

Users’ Needs

Services to offer through the
system

Parameters
(for each type of user)

- Period and length of use
- Frequency of access

- Consulting from the database
- Viewing for selection

Production
company
AV professionals
(researchers…)
Company

- Number of simultaneous access
average/max.
- Geography (place of use)

- Editorialisation

- Customer/company interface
- Tailored selection programmes
(documentary / by theme)
- Different quality of media

- Viewing for purchase

- Availability of service

- Instantaneous / Delayed

- Customer support

Institutional
Training
General public

- Unique / Multiple
- Individual / Group
- Free access / restricted
- Extract / complete

- Information on the current user
rights
- Information about rates
- Selection and ordering
- Information about delivery

- After service

Acquisition
Treatment
Distribution
Management
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2- Table of audio carriers
(Vincent Fromont)
Machines

Recording
methods

Analogue
Digital

Processes

Mechanical
Magnetic

Black
disc:
“78 rpm
acetate”
x

Black disc:
“vinyl”

x

X

x

Analogue
sound
tape
6.25
x

x

Analogue
Cassette
(minicassette)
X

x

DAT

MINIDISC

CDR /
DVDR

CDR-W
DVDR-W

BD-R
(bluray
disc)

Flash
memory

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X
x

x

x

Optical
EEPROM
Technologies

Surface
deformation
Ferromagnetism

x

x
x

X
x

x

x

Optical magneto

X

Phase change

x

Optical chemistry

X

x

Semi-conductors
Speeds (the most common)

X
78 rpm
33 rpm

16 rpm
33 1/3 rpm
45 rpm

9.5cm/s
19cm/s
38cm/s
76cm/s

4.75cm/s

Rotating
head

Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable

-
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3- Cost of archive media
(Jean Varra, Jean-Noël Gouyet)
Table referencing the costs per GB of different media (not exhaustive, 2009 prices)
Media
Digital cassette (ex: Beta)
CD
DVD
BD
Hard Disk (+SAN, NAS)
Computer cartridge:
LTO3
LTO4
LTO5
Unmanaged disc ( ?)
Electronic memory (ex:
Nimbus)

Capacity
Cassette 1h – 60Go
0.6 GB
4.7 GB
25 GB
1-4 TB

Costs (€)
8€ a cassette, 13-20 cts/GB
57 cts/GB
3-10 cts/GB
10-40 cts/GB
0.8-1.5€/GB

400 GB
800 GB
1500 GB
1-4TB
5TB

3-7 cts/GB

5-20 cts/GB
7-8€/GB
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4- Example of criteria affecting the life of a format
(Jean Varra, Jean-Noël Gouyet)
Table 1 : Example of criteria affecting format life
Criteria
Type

Description

Disclosure

Existence and accessibility of specs, source code, SDK…

Adoption

Degree of use by developers / editors / distributors / users

Transparency

Direct analysis with simple tools

Self documentation

Technical structural metadata, descriptive metadata of the
essence, metadata for managing data

External contingencies

Dependence on one material, on a computer operating
system, on software for the ‘rendu’ or use of content

Patents

Cost of licences

Technical means of
protection
(e.g. encryption)
Interoperability

Incidence on duplication, migration and normalisation of the
content

Weight
of
criteria

Format 1
(score by
criteria)

Total Format 1
(weight x
score)

Import / Treatment / Export possible with existing/envisaged
system
Conversion possible to other formats
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5- Example of quality and fonction criteria of essence management
(Jean Varra, Jean-Noël Gouyet)
Tableau 2 : Example of quality and function criteria of essence management
Criteria
Audio
Fixed Image
Video
Weight
given
criteria

Rendu

Playback
mono/stereo/surround
with:
Command
parameters (volume,
balance, freq.
bass/treble)
navigation codes
(Frwrd./Rev. Fast,
saut v. segment)

Viewing on
screen
Impression on
paper
Zoom

Playback flow of
images and
sound with:
Command
parameters image
(brightness,
contrast, colour) +
audio
navigation codes

Fidelity

- Fidelity LPCM:
raised fe, long code
words
- Versions avoiding or
minimising loss of
compression effect or
watermarking effects

- Delicacy of
details (high
spatial def.) and
great depth
codage (number
bits)
- Richness of
colour
- - Versions
avoiding or
minimising loss of
compression
effect or
watermarking
effects

- Delicacy of
detail (SD / HD,
progressive
sweeping)
- - Versions
avoiding or
minimising loss of
compression
effect or
watermarking
effects
- audio fidelity

Field

Offers surround
sound

Colour
Management
(Profils ICC…)

Offers surround
sound

Beyond

+ Formats musical
notation…

+ Vector graphics,
3D models…

+ Animation
formats
(Shockwave),
image-precise
editing

Format
1
(score
by
criteria)

Total
Format 1
(weight x
score)
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6- Table: Weighing up the right storage system
(Jean Varra, Jean-Noël Gouyet)
Weighing-up

Criteria 

Capacity
Capa.GB
max/
unity
Present/
future

Capa
total
Syst.

GB/m2

Access
Speed
ttotal
< 1 sec.
< 30 s
> 30 s

No/
day

Nbre
simultané
moy./
max.

Storage
Systeme:
On shelves
(managed
shelves5)

Transf
er
speed

Specifics
Adoption (market) –
Permanence – Opening of the
techno
Availability of the carrier (many
sellers)
Life of data
Reliability-duplication-security
Scalability system
Resistance climate conditions.
Ease migration4
Size of network

Computerised
server
+ storage under
- system

Robotic video
tape library
Robotic
4

Hard disks
Computer
cartridge
Hard disks
(managed
servers(5)
+ NAS / SAN
Computer
cartridges
(LTO,
SDLT…)

(5)

> 1-4 TB
(1)

0,8-1,5 €/GB

(5)

LTO3
400 GB
LTO4
800 GB
LTO5
1500 GB

3-7 cts/GB

CD:0,6
DVD:4,7
BD:25

Computer
cartridges
Optical disks

EBU Production Technology Seminar 2009 report § 2.10 Living in a Digital World – 2) Staying in the Digital World - Migration

http://tech.ebu.ch/docs/events/production09/EBU-ProdTech-2009SeminarReport-FINAL_tcm6-64756.pdf
5

Système
Matériel /
Logiciel
(HSM,
Back-up)

DigiBeta
8€/1h=60GB
1320 cts/GB
57 cts/GB
3-10 cts/GB
1040 cts/GB

Digital AV
cassette
Optical
formats
CD/DVD/BD

Coût (euros)
Recording
carrier
/by GB

EBU Production Technology Seminar 2009 report § 2.9 What replaces shelves

BD
Recorde
r 1k
+ tour4k

Working
+
Maintenance (2)
Support

Duplicat
ion
security
(3)

Migration

jukebox
Un-managed
(raw) Discs(5)
Electronic
memories

> 1-4 TB

5-20 cts/Go

Nimbus
> 5TB
USB:256

7-8 €/Go

(5)

2-5 €/Go
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7- Film treatment line: tools, costs and et makes
(Jean Varra, Jean-Noël Gouyet)
Tasks
Manual
Restoring

Which tools to install?
Restoring
of joins

Synchronising
sound–image
(si SEPMAG)
Cleaning

Transfer

Telecine (TC) or
Scanner ?

Telecine (TC)

Makes

Editing table adapted to format (16mm, super 16, 35 mm) and to the type of
sound (optical or double-head)

Cost
25 k€ (16 / 1 image + 1 sound)
at 65 k€ (16+35)

CTM

Sellotape
Scissors
Joiner
Editing table + optical sound head

-Manual
- machine clean
- cleaning product: Perchloroethylene (implies safe environment) or HFE
and/or alcohol
Choice of the machine and product according to mechanical state and
cleanliness of film
Individual protective clothing (overall, gloves, mask)
Extractor fan (‘Sorbonne’)

Cleaner /old films: 60-90 k€
HFE product (labs) : 30 times more
expensive?

CTM-Debrie, RTI

Telecine

Scanner

Telecine

Scanner

Domaine

Television

Cinema

CTM-Debrie

Laser Graphics

Original quality

Quite good to bad state

Relatively good state

Grass Valley

Golden Eye

Treatment time

In real time

Longer than real time (x3)

Rank Cintel

P+S Technik

Enregistrement sortie

video

file

MWA

Definition

HD / SD

2k – 4k – 8k

Sound treatment

Picture + sound

Picture only

Cost

500 k€ (top range)

150 k€ (but 3 times longer)

Use (making master copy, projection in theatre, broadcast / DVB/BD /
Consultation / Internet)
Cost function of:
-Film 16mm/Super16 and/or 35mm
-Optical sound / SEPMAG
- HD video (preferred) / SD (if limits on finance and/or use)
- Without or with immersion for scratches (wet gate)
-Available budget
nd
-New / Facility company / 2 Hand * age, counter, use time, availabilty of

1-Entry level (video recovery
table)
2- Medium (e.g. for film club):
CTM (Dixi SD, Harmony HD)
3- Top range for master copies:
Grass Valley (Spirit Shadow),
Rank Cintel (Ursa Diamond)

10-15 k€
50 -100 k€

500 – 100 k€
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Tasks

Which tools to install?
spare parts and maintenance skills  to be reactive, to pay‚ cash‘
si SEPMAG  sound head synchronised with TC; head adapted (SONDOR,
MWA) if sound track vinegared

Recording
Picture Restoration

Monitoring

If nitrate film: transfer to safety film with a specilist facility company (Cinédia,
Eclair) 6 k€/hr
Recorder / serveur + magnetic discs
Wet gate
Colour corrector / without or with linear calibration (1.5 hr/hr) or shot by shot
(4-5 hr/hr)
Noise reduction
Scratch reduction
Material conditions of screening and listening (lighting, screen distance,
acoustic)
Video monitor
Loud speakers
Oscilloscope
(*) Sites Web : anglais ( ?), broadcastor.fr, FIAT…

Makes
SONDOR
MWA

Top of range:
Pandora (Poogle)
DaVinci (Renaissance)

Cost
50-70 k€
(depending on whether or not
vinegar syndrome treatment)

50-150 k€
150-300 k€

3-5 k€

7 k€
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8-

Video treatment line: tools, costs and makes
(Jean Varra, Jean-Noël Gouyet)

Jobs
Mechanical
restoration
(1)
(2)
Pre-playback

Which tools are needed?

Makes

Cost

Spooling/Rewinding
Cleaning
Warming
Checking the length

Winding machine – Cleaner (adapted to the format) if the tape is
gunged up
Thermostatic oven if tape sticks

RTI

20 k€ (Betacam cleaner)

Vötsch

25 k€

Playback machine:
adapted to the format chosen or multi-format (e.g. Betacam &
Co.)
adapted to the colour standard (NTSC, PAL, SECAM) if
analogue
If problems  ‚individual clinic with editing and transfer by
sequence
+ Robotic if automation possible (cassette format )

2‘‘ : RCA
1“B : BTS (Bosch Philips)
1‘‘C : Sony, Ampex
¾‘‘ : Sony
Betacam & Co. : Sony

Facilities Co. / or 2

Controlling the content
Controlling the quality
Checking the playback machine:
-tracking (head)
- selecting the standard
- video and audio level (using colour bars if
present)
Transfer (3)

Playback (4)

Decoding NTSC/PAL/SECAMComponents (4)
Converting Analogue Digital (4)

Monitoring
Recording

nd

E.g. Flexicart / Cassette Betacam
& Co.

If video analogue
Encoder + DTBC (Digital Time Base Corrector), Synchronizer
Cf. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.
 Digital playback machine in specific format (e.g. IMX for SD,
HDCAM / XDCAM422 HD / AVC-I for HD…)
 Server with magnetic discs in pivot format (e.g. JPEG2000 in
MXF…)
+ 5-10% installation
charge (cables etc)
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